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Minnesota Rules, Chapter 4410·

Statement of N.eed and Reasonableness

Rulemaking Authorized December 15, 2005

I. INTRODUCTION

This proposed rulemaking would amend 39 subparts oftheEnvironmental ReView niles
in chapter4410. Most of the amendments are considered minor "housekeeping" or
technical amendments that are intended to clarify points ofambiguity or confusion in the
existing rules or to correct some minqr flaw or inefficiency in the environmental review
procedures. A few ofthe amendments would require additional review procedures or
steps in limited specific circumstances; this primarily would affect the Alternative Urban
Areawide Review process at part 4410.3610. This rulemaking also proposes to revise the
mandatory Environmental Assessment Worksheet thresholds in such away as to reduce
the number ofmandatory EAWs required for the following types ofprojects: air pollution
sources; wastewater systems; and historic places.

This document explains the need for and reasonableness ofproposed amendments to the
. EQB rules governing the Minnesota Environmental Review Program. It summarizes the

evidence and arguments that the Board is relying upon to justify the proposed
amendments. It has been prepared to satisfy the requirements ofMinnesota Statutes,
section 14.131 and Minnesota Rules, part 1400.2070.

The rule amendments are presented in part V of the document along with the SONAR
information specific to each. Preliminary to part V are sections providing SONAR
information about the rule amendments in general.

A. Environmental Review Program Rules
The Minnesota Environmental Review Program, established by the Minnesota
Environmental Policy Act of 1973, has been in existence since 1974. The program
operates under rules adopted by the Environmental Quality Board, which are binding
upon all state agencies and political subdivisions of the state. The rules contain two basic
parts: the procedures and standards for review under this program and listings of types of
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projects either for which review is mandatory or which are exempted entirely from
review under this program. Mandatory review can either be in the form ofan
Environmental Assessment Worksheet (EAW) or an Envir6i:nnental Impact Statement
(EIS). The lists oftypes ofprojects subject to those requirements are generally referred
to as the "mandatory categories." The lists ofexempt projects are referred to as
"exemptions categories" or sometimes just "exemptions." The list ofmandatory EAWS

'. is found at Minnesota Rules, part 4410.4300, mandatory BISs,' at 4410.4400, and
exemptions, at 4410.4600. -

. R Development of pf(~posedalllendtnents; public comment
TheiEQB published and distributed a Request for Comments on February 14;2005.
Forty-eight possible rule amendments were identified in the Request materials;'The
notice asked that comments be submitted by April 18, 2005, although a number of
comments were received and accepted after that date~ Copies ofall comments were
distributed to the Board in association with the May 2005 meeting, and were posted at the
EQB website. At the June 2005 meeting the Board was presented with a table itemizing
the comments received for each potential rule amendment. At the AugUst 2005 meeting"
the Board was bnefed by staff on recomniendations for how to proceed on each potential
rule amendment in response to the comments received. The Board agreed to delay or
drop rulemaking for someofthe amendments and to have the staffdraft amendment
language and the Statement ofNeed and Reasonableness for the rest ofthe items. The'
Board reviewed draft proposed am<tndments and SONARmaterial at its September and
October meetings, and authorized rulemaking at its December 15, 2005 meeting.

c. Alternative Format
Upon request, this Statement ofNeed and Reasonableness can be made available in an
alternative fonnat; such as large print, Braille, or cassette tape. To,make a request,·
contact the EQB secretary, at Environmental Quality Board, 300 Centennial Building,
658 Cedar Street, St. Paul, MN 55155; telephone: 651/201-2464; fax: 651/296-3698.
TTY users may call the Department ofAdministration at 800-627-3529.

II. STATUTORY AUTHORITY

The Board's statutory authority to adopt the rule amendments is given in the
. Environmental Policy Act, Minn. Stat. 116D.04, subds. 2a(a), 4a & 5a and 116D.045,
subd. 1. Under these provisions, theBoard has the necessary statutory authority to adopt
the proposed rules amendments.

III. THE NEED FOR TIiERULES

The need for each proposed rule amendment is described in section V below. The
proposed revisions of the mandatory EAW thresholds included in this rulemaking arose
out ofa study ofmandatory EAW thresholds conducted by the EQB during 2004. The
various reports prepared in that study are available at the EQB's website, and the
summary reports are appended to this document. The proposedrevisions ofvarious
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Environmental Review procedural provisions result :from'theexperien~eoftheEQB'staff .
and staffofmember agencies in the day-to-day application ofthe rules, and generally '"
represent provisions that1;lave prpven to be ambiguous or confusing in application.. A
few ofthe proposed procedural r-evisions (notably some revisions in the Alternative
Urban Areawide Review process and the Generic BIS process) are more substantiv.e.. , ..

IV. COMPLIANCE WITH VARIOUS
STATUTORYREQUIREMENTS .

. . .

A. Regulatory analysis of factors required by Minnesota Statutes, seetion14.131
Minnesota Statutes; section 14.131, sets out six factors for a regulatory analysis that must
be included in the SONAR. Para,graphs (1) through (6) below quote.these~factorsand
.-then give the agency's response. "

(1) a description of tbeclassesof persons who probably will be affected by the ..",..
proposed ,rule, including classes that will bear the costs of the proposed rule and
classes that will benefit fr.om the proposed rule.
As with the existing rules, the proposed amendinents will affect primarily persons who
propose to develop projects that have, or may have, potential for significant
environmental effeCts.. The greatest impacts would occur to those proposers whose
projects would require an EAW 'under the proposed rules but nofunder the current rules.
Only two ofthe proposedamendnients have the 'potential to require review that would not
previously have been required: . . ' . '., .

• the amendment proposed at part 4410.1000, subp. 5'could require preparation ofa
revised EAW ifthe circuinstances of the 'situation change, whereas previously
only a change in the project itself could cause this change; this possibility applies
equally to all types ofprojects and all proposers independent ofwho they-may be.

.• The amendments at parts 4410.4300, subp. 19 and 441O.4400,subp. 14 could
require review ofa residential project that would not previotlslyrequired review if
the project is located in an area which is identified for future residential
development in an annexation agreement between the city a;nd township but
which is not iden,tified yet in a comprehensive plan or zoning ordinance; this
potential effect could fall upon proposers ofresidential projects who work in areas
undergoing annexation;

Two other proposed amendments may make review under the rulesmore rigorous in
some cases, which may have an effect upon some proposers jn terms of time and cost:

• The amendment at part 4410.1700, subp. 2a would allow for officially longer
periods of time for the gathering of additional information after the EAW
comment period. This could result in information being gathered that would
otherwise not be gathered. However, the effect in practice would not be as great
as might theoretically be expected because it is now common for proposers and
RGUs to informally agree to extend the time period even though the rules do not
officially allow this. Also, in some cases the result of this artlendment may be
avoidance of the ordering of an EIS, which would result in considerable time and
cost savings to affected proposers.
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• Tlleaddedprocedures'proposedat palt4410;3610, stibp.5a, would add additional .
scenarios to the artalysisin someAlteinative'tJrban Areawide Reviews, the costs .
ofwhich would accrue in most cas'es to t1:ie proposer of the project that
necessitated the additional procedtrres' ofsubpart:s'a..The~ewould be proposers of .

. projects which either meet mandatory EIS 'criteria or ate otherwise ofsubstanti:aI .
SIZe.

The proposed amendmentsto the mandatotyEAWcategories at part 4410.4300, subps..
15,.1 ~,>~d 3.1 will frduce th~ IiU111ber ofmanqatory EAW~ required to be prepared, ..
reswtmg.m time and cost savmgs to some proposers ofproJects ofthe types covered by_
those three categories (air pollution sources; w~tewater systems, and historic places). .
The cost savings are estimated in section 6 under the topic of the cost ofnot adopting the.
amendments

Otherwise, the amendments proposed are expectedeither.to have no· affect or to 'make the
rule processes more efficient by eliminating confusion aild misinterpretation and disputes;
-about interpretation. As with the current rules, the,;beneficiariesare expected to be - .
project proposers, units ofgovernIllent and the general public.

(2) -the probable costs to the agency aildto any other agency 'of the implementation
and enforcement of the proposedmleaildanyantidpated effect on-state revenues.
The only costs that the EQB will incur in the implementation ofthe rules will be for the
costs of.time and materials for updating gUidance materials to incorporate the rule
amendments. These costs wiIi be minimal. the EQB may experience reduced costs due
to the amendment at part 4410.5600, subp. 2 allOWing for electronic-only distribution of
the EQB Monitor.- .The Pollution Control Agency is expected to experiencecost'savings-
due to-the raising or elimination ofthe mandatory EAW thresholds at parts 4410.4300,
subp. 15 & 18. Estimates of these savings are provided in section 6 regarding the costs of
not adoptipg the amendments.

- Responsible Governmental Units, especially local units, will likely- ~xperience higher
costs for review due to',some ofthe proposed amendments, but in almost all cases they
are expected to pass those ad.ded costs onto the proposers of the projects undergoing
~eview. The amendments most likely to result in these costs are those proposed at parts
4410.1700, subp. 2a, and 4410.3610, subp. Sa.

The only rule amendment that might have an effect on state revenues is that proposed at
part 4410.6200, subp. 1. In rare cases, this might reduce state revenues that otherwise
would be collected during EIS preparation,' ifan RGU chose to.waive cost-recovery for
staff expenses; this is much less likely than it would have been several years ago as tight
budgets have reduced the number ofGeneral Fund staff available to perform
environmental review tasks..

(3) a determination of whether there. are less costly methods or less intrusive
methods for achieving the purpose of the proposed rule, and
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(4) a description of any alternative methods.: forachievirig th~ pUI:'pose of the
proposed rule that were seriously consid~red by the agencyand,the reasons Why
they,were rejected in favor ofthe proposed rule.
Because ofthe overlap between these two factors as they relate to this ruiemakiilg,
factors #3 & #4 are discussed jointly in this section. Most ofthe proposed amendments
are considered by the EQB to be clarifications of tile rule$ as they nowsumd. As such, .
these amendments impose no additlon.alcostsor intrusio~, and het)cethereareno less
costly or intrusive alternatives possible. Anumber ofother afnendnJ.ents address
procedural problems withsectio~ofthe existing rules; these ameridments would lessen
thecosts and intrusions ofimplementing the rules by removing obstacles and
streamlining the procedures. For the aJJiendmellts which would change them~datorY
EAW thresholds, all of those propos~dt;ais~oreliminatean existing thresholdiri some'
way and thus are lessening the cpst.and intrusion ofthe rule~. A few ofthe changes'
proposed that go beyond mere c1arifications would allow for additional tiI;ne to be taken
in the review process, such (1) the proposed amendments atpaJ:1s 4410.1400 and
4410.1700, subp. la. In both cases, the additionaltime must be agreed to by the project
proposer, whichallowsthe.proposertocontrolthe extent of thy additional time and cost
intrusions.

For the rule amendments that impose additional n:iquirements,theEQBdidconsider
alternative approaches., Regarding two revisionS in theAUAR process, at part .
4410.3610, subparts 2 & 5a, the original amendment conceptsas explained in the Request
for Comments were to prohibit removing a project from an AUAR()nce started and to
prohibit the use ofthe AUAR process to review a specific development project at all. In
view ofthepublic comments received in opposition tothese proposed prohibitions, the
EQB instead developed and opted. for the additional proceduralrequirements expressed in
these two subparts. The amendments now being pursued avoid the onginal outright
prohibitions and instead seek to resolve the perceived problems in the existing rules
through some additional opportunities for public input into the review. The steps that are
proposed to be added are no more than the minimum needed to accomplish the purpose.

(5) the probable costs of complying with the proposed rule, including the portion of
the total costs that will be borne by identifiable categories ofaffected parties, such
as separate classes of governmental units, businesses, or individuals. .
Overall, these proposed rule amendments are expected to reduce the overall cost of '.
environmental review because fewer mandatory EAWs will be prepared due to the
revisions to the mandatory thresholds for some categories. The beneficiaries of these
reductions would be the proposers ofprojects within those categories, the Pollution
Control Agency (which is the RGU for most of the categories with threshold revisions),
and local units ofgovernment that will be relieved ofthe need to prepare EAWs for
destruction ofhistoric properties due to the revisions to that mandatory EAW category.
The dollar value of those reductions are estimated below in section 6 on the probable cost
ofnot adopting the amendments.

A few of the individual rule amendments will cause cost increases in limited
circumstances:
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'. The expatision ofthe reasons for tequirlriga new HAW be prepared at pan .
4410.1000,subp.5 may be expected to result inperhaps two additional HAWs per
year (about 150 HAWs are prepare<I in atypical year), at 3: total cost of$10,000 to
$20,000. The additional costs would be expected to bebotneby the propoSers of
the projects in question. . , . . .: .

it The aniendmentatpart 4410.1700;' subp. 2a:wouId allow for officially longer' . .
periodsoftinie for the gathering ofadditional infbrmationafter the HAW. \'
commetitperiod, which could result in infonriation being gathered~atwould~'.
otherWise not be gathered; The cost ofsuch inlotmationwouldvarY, but seidoni '
would be expectedto exceed $5,000 to $10~OOO~Moreover, in practice it is now
cotinnon for proposers andRGUs toinformalIyagree to extend the time periodto.

.gather more informatiolieven though·thernlesdo not officially-allow this;'1n'
those cases there would be no cost increases due to the amendment. Also,in .<

some cfisesthe result of this amendment may'beavoidarice ofthe orderii1g ofari'
HIS,which would resultin considerable timeatidcost savIngs to affected
proposers. .

• The added procedures proposed atpart 4410.3610, subp. Sa, would add additional
scenarios to the analysis in some Alternative Urban Areawide Reviews, the'costs·
ofwhich would accrue in mos.t casesto the proposer of the project that

. necessitated the adqitiomd procedures ofsUbpart Sa. Th~ cost of this ad~tional

analysis is estimated to range from $10,000 to $20,000. These costs would be no
greater thari would have been experienced if the projects had been reviewed
through the HIS procedures. ., " . ,

• The amendmentsat"parts 4410.4300, subp. 19 artd4410.4400,suhp; 14 could
require review ofa residential proJect that would not previously required review if
the project is located in an area which is identified for future residential
development in an annexation agreement between 'the city and township but
which is not identified yet in a comprehensive plan or zoning ordinance.. EQB
would expect that this might occur once or twice per year, at a cost of$5,000 to

. $10,000 per occurrence. This cost would fall upon the proposers ofthe residential
projects in question. .

(6) the probable costs or consequences ofnot adopting the proposed rule, including
those costs or consequences borne by identifiable categories of affected parties;such
as separate classes of government units, businesses, or individuals
If the proposed rule amendments are not adopted, the costs and consequences can be
grouped into three categories: those due to preparing HAWs that would not be mandatory
if the amendments are adopted; those due to ineffective features ofthe currentrules that
would be corrected by the amendments; and those due to inefficiencies caused by
confusion or misinterpretation ofprovisions that would be clarified if the amendments

.were adopted.

The Pollution Control Agency staffhas made estimates of the effect of adopting the
proposed category threshold revisions to subparts 15 and 18 ofpart 4410.4300, the
mandatory EAW categories list. Based on the characteristics ofthe projects reviewed
over the period 2000-200:3, only 6 of 14 projects (43%) reviewed due to the air pollution
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category would have required review if the proposed new thresholds had been in effect.
J;herefore, a conservative estimate would be !batnot adopti:llg the amendments to··the air
pollution category would result in 1-2 "extra" RAWs being prepared per year. Using
$5,000 - $10,000 as a cost f<mge for a typical EAW ofthis type, the total cost ofnot .
amending the air. category would be $5,000 to $20,000.

,
. - Similarly, for the wastewater systems category revisions, based. onthechm-acteristicsof .

the projects reviewed over the'period 2000-200~, only 25 of53 projects (47%)reviewed .
due to the :wastewater systems category would.11averequired review ifthe proposed riew
thr~sholds had been in effect. Therefore, a cOIiservative estimate would be that not
adopting the amendments to the w~tewater systel11scategory would result in7"extra" -.
EAWS being preparedper year. Agamusing $5,000 - $10,0,00 as a 'cost range fora. 
typical EAW ofthis type, the total cost ofnot amending the'wastewater systems category
would be $35,000 to $70,000.

In temis ofcost savings to the state government, the reduction-ofEAWs for the air
pollution category is 1.25 less EAWs completed'per year. This is approxiniately
equivalent to 15%' ofone fulltime equivalent (ptE) position, or$11,700. This 15% ofan 
FTE is not one person's position, rather a combination 6ftimefromthe environmental
review staff, pennit engineers, hydrologists, risk assessors; support staff, and others as
need~d. The reduction ofEAWs for the wastewater systems category is 7 less EAWs
completed per year. This is approximately equivalentto85%ofone FTE position, or ._
$63,300. -Again, this 85% of an FTE "is not one person's p.osition; rather a combination of
timefrom~eenvironmental review staff, permit engineers; hydrologists, risk assessors,
support staff, and others as needed. Putting both the reductions in EAWs forthemr
pollution and wastewatersystems category together, the result is 8.25 fewer EAWs
Gompleted per year. In terms ofcost savings to the Pollution Control Agency, this is
approximately equivalent to one fulltime equivalent (PTE) position, or $78,000.

Regarding the costs or consequencesofforegoing improved effectivenessofthe program
'. due to not adopting these amendments, the area of the rules where_the greatest

improvements in effectiveness lie is the changes to the AUAR process at part 4410.3610,
subparts 2 and 5a. Without the additional procedures proposed, the potential will
continue to exist for certain projects to avoid review of their environmental consequences
accordingto accepted state standards. This has the potential for projects to be approved

- -

without a complete understanding oftheir environmental consequenGes. It also has the
potential to contribute to lawsuits over incomplete review of certain projects with the
accompanying time delays and associated costs. There has already been one lawsuit over
an AUARwhere one ofthe basic issues was whether sufficient alternatives to a specific
project were analyzed in the AUAR, the issue that the proposed new subpart 5a
procedures are intended to address.

It is not possible for the EQB to make a meaningful estimate of the costs that would
result ifthe various ambiguities and unclear rule provisions are not corrected through
these amendments, Obviously, however, confusion over the meanings of rules and
misinterpretations of rules do lead to a waste ofresources and associated costs.
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(7)' an assessment ~f anydiffereiices between the proposed riIle and'eXistingfederal
regulations and a specific analysis of the needfor\~ndreasonableness of each '
difference. ' '
It is possible for a given project to require review ofitsen~onmeIitalimpadslinder,
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act as well as 'the Minnesota
Environmental Policy Act. The federal process prescribes environmental documents
similar to state EAWs and EISsand uses processes similar in general outline aIthotigh
differenHndetails to the Minnesota process under chapter 4410.'-Alniost always, it is
public projects such as highways, water resources projects, or wastewater collection and
treatmentthatrequire such dual-review. IIi the few cases where dual review is needed"
specific provisions in th~ EIivironment~Review niles provide for joint state-federal"
review with one set ofenVironmental documents to avoid'duplication of effort. th~se·
provisions are: part 4410.1300, which provides that a federal Environmental Assessment
document can be directly substituted for a state EAW document and part 4410.3900,
which provides for joint state and federal review in general. Neitherorthese provisions '
will be affected by the proposed amendments.

B. 'Other SONAR Content Required by Statute,

1. Performance-based rules
Minnesota Statutes, sections 14.002 aild 14.131, require that the SONAR describe how
the agency, in developing the rules, considered and implemented perforltla:hce-based '
standards that emphasize superior achievement in meeting the agency's regulatory
objectives and maXimum flexibility for the regulated party and the agency inmeetihg
those goals.' ' .

Except for a very few of the proposed amendments, the presentrulerilaJ9ng does not
substantially affect the procedures ofEnvironmental Review, but rather either makes
minor adjustments in the procedures or alters the thresholds at which review is required:
And for those few amendments that do alter the procedures in a substantial way
(amendments to the AUAR process at part 4410.3610) the additional procedures involve
only a basic public notice, review and comment process. Consequently, this rulemaking
does not offer the opportunity for adopting perfonnance-based rules or providing
procedural flexibility. Furthennore, Environmental Review is not a regulatory program,
and hence the EQB has no "regulatory objectives" in this rulemaking.

2. Additional Notice
Minnesota Statutes, sections 14.131 and 14.23, requirethatthe SONAR contain a
description of the agency's efforts to provide additional notice to persons who maybe
affected by the proposed rilles or explain why these efforts were not made. The EQB is
using the following elements to provide additional notice in this rulemaking:

• Posting on the EQB Website. The rulemaking'notices, the proposed rule
amendments, and the SONAR will be posted at the EQB website.
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• Publication ofthe rillemaking information in the EQB Monitor. The Monitor is a
bi-wee14y electronic publication ofthe EQ:B concemmg eventsintlJ.e,
env!ronmental review programand is routinely exaririned by many persons and '

,organizations with a potential interest in environmental review activities.' , ,
• Press Release to Major Circulation Newspapers. We will send a press release,

,about the rulemaking to newspapers throughout the state~

Our Notice Plan also includes ,giving notice required by statute. We will maihherules
and rulemaking notice to everyone who h~registeredto peon th~ EQB's rulemaking',
mailing list under Minnesota Statutes, section 14.14, subdivision 1a. We will also give
notice to the Legislature per Minnespta Statutes, section 14.1 Hi.

3. ' Section 14.127 analysis
, Section i 4.127 (enacted in 2005) of the Administrative Procedures Act requires an
agency to determine if the cost ofcomplying with proposed rules in the first year after the '

,rules take effectwill exceed $25,000.00 for any "smallbusiness" (less than 50 full-time
employees) or "small city" (less than 10 full-time employees). Although this analysis is
not required to be included in the SONAR, the EQB has chosen to put itJ~ere; as iUs
related to the information provided under sections A.5 and A.6 above.

The EQB has detenninedthat the rule amendments proposed will NOT result in ml

increased cost ofmore than $25,000 for anY small business or small city in: the first year
after enacted. As described in section A.5 above, overall the amendments will result in
decreased costs and only a few of the individual revisions would result in an'increase in
costs. Most ofthe proposed amendments are considered by the EQB to be clarifications
of the rules as they now stand. As such, these amendments impose no additional costs.
A number ofother amendments address procedural problems with sections ofthe existing
rules; these amendments would lessen the costs of implementing the rules by removing
obstacles and streamlining the procedures. For the amendments which would change the
mandatoryEAW thresholds, all ofthose proposed raise or eliminate an existing threshold

'. in some way and thus lessen the cost ofthe rules.

A few ofthe changes proposed that go beyond mere clarifications would'allow for
, additional time to taken in the review process, such as the proposed amendments at parts
4410.1400 and 4410.1700; subp. 1a. ill both cases, the additional time might result in
additional analysis being performed at the expense of the proposer (which might be a
small business) but in no case would the cost be expected to reach $25,000.

For the rule amendments that impose additional requirements, notably at part 4410.3610,
subparts 2 & Sa, in the AUAR process, the amendments might result in increased costs to
,the Responsible Governmental Unit (which might bea small city although very few
AUARs are done by a city so small as to have less than 10 FT employeeS), but which

'would likely be passed on to the project proposer (which might be a small business).
'The increased costs potentially due to the amendment at subpart 2 would result ':from
keeping a small project in the AUAR; since AUAR costs are normally pro-rated to
property owriers based on acreage, a small project's share would not exceed $25,000.
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The, incteasedcosts potentially dtleto'subpart 5awotild result from the 'ailalysis'of '
. j ~".' .' t. . . : .

additional alternatives in the ADAR. The cost ofanalyzing additional scenanosin ali
AtJARshould riot exceed $25,000, except i,n UIluSualcrrcumstailces. The:EQBdoes not
expect thafsuch Circumstances will occur in the first 'year ofthemleseffect whetethe
RGUis asmall citY or,ilieaffectedproposer a small bl1smess. '

, V. RULE.;.BV...RULEANALYSIS'
OF NEED ANilREASONABLENESS'

4410.0200 DEFINITIONS AND ABBREvtATIONS'~

Subp. la. Agenoy. '"Agency" means the State Pltmning-
A~~y~ ~

The definition of"agency," meaning the StatePlaniIing Agency, is being deleted; front:
the rule because the term is no longer used in the rules. The State Plimning AgencY'was
abolished in 1991; but the definition ofthis termvvas not eliminated in subsequent
rulemakings tintilnow.' ,

Subp. '9b. COmiectedacti~ns,. Two projects are "connecte4'. '
qctions" if a responsible:govE;lIn:mental unit determines th~y',

are related in any or the following ways:

A. one project would 'directly induce the other;

B. one project is a prerequisite for the other and the
prerequisite project is not justified-by itself; or

c. neither project is justified by itself.

The definition of"connected actions" needs clarification with respect to the second ofthe
. three relationships that can constitute connected actions. Where one project is.a '

prerequisite for another, the relationship is only a connected action- if the prerequisite
project is not justified by itself. lfthe prerequisite project is justified on its own, then it .
should be considered on its own(rather than as an inseparable portion ofany project(s}
dependent upon it). This principle is notreflected in the language now in the rule.

EQB staffhas for some time recognized this problem with the existing wording. A
typical example that illustrates 'the difference is the relationship between infrastructure
projects, such as sewers and roads, and the development they are intended to serve. For
example, if a sewer were to be built to serve only a specific planned residential project,
the sewer and residential projects would rightly be considered connected actions because
the sewer would not be built ifnot for that development. Here, the prerequisite sewer
project is not justified by itself. On the other hand, if a sewer were planned to Serve a
large area in which many residential developments were expected, the sewer would not
be properly considered as a connected action with any of those developments; the sewer
is justified by itself as a necessary piece of infrastructure to service development in
general.
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Without the distinction beingmade about whether'a prerequisite project is justified by
itself, th~ logical result would be that every infrastructural project would be aconnected.
action with every development it would ultimately serve; which would qreate an .
unworkable and absurd r~sult. The rule has not been interpreted in ~swayand it is tiine
to refle~t this interpretation in the rule language~ . .

Subp. 69. PubHcProteeted waters. "Public Protected
waters" has the meaning given public \laters ip Minnesot;:a,
Statutes, section 103G:005 ..

. ., . ". . .

.The Legislature amended State water laws. to replac~ the terni "protected waters"with
. "public waters." This amendmentwotild update theserules tOllse the correct tenn..

S~bp. 70: Public waters Preteeted wet1and. "Public waters
Protectedw~tlaridli ;has the meaning given public '..'aters
wetland in Minnesota Statutes, section l03G.·005,
subdivision 15a.

The Legislature amended State water laws to replace the tenn "protected wet1~d"with
"public waters wetland." This amendInentwould update th~seh.Iles to use the correct
term.

SUbp. 81. Sewered area. "Sewered area" inearis"an area:

A. that is serviced'by a wastewater treatment
facility or a publicly owned or homeowner owned, operated,
or supervised centralized septic system servicing the
entire development; or

B. that is located within the boundaries of the
metropolitan urban service area, as defined pursuant to the
development framework of the Metropolitan Council.

The SONAR from the 1982 rulemaking when this tenn was introduced indicates that a
centralized septic t3nk: system serving the entirety ofa project and owned by the
homeoWners collectively was intended to be included in this definition. However, the
present wording is ambiguous about this which has led to confusion and differences in
the interpretation ofthe tenn from one case to another. Some people have interpreteq.
"publicly owned" to mean only owned by a unit ofgovernment while others have
interpreted it to include ownership by the homeowners. The insertion ofthe words
"homeowner owned" would clarify the intent to the reader.

Subp. 92.
treatment
municipal
treatment

Wastewater treatment facility. "Wastewater
facility" means a facility for the treatment of
or industrial waste water. It includes on site
facilities.

The 1982 SONAR indicates that as used here, the tenn "on-site treatment facilities"
meant wastewater treatment facilities, other than municipal facilities, built by the
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proposer "on site" to serve a particular development. The sentence containing the term
was inCluded'to ensure thatsuch facilities were inCluded under the definition. However,
today in cornm6~usage, the term "on~site treatment",means septic 'tankldiainfield
systems or other small-scale treatment systems·serving an i~divi4~alresidential lot. "Such
facilities are generally considered as an alternative to a ''wastewater treatment facility,"
not an example ofone. By deleting the final sentence of the definition this .potential
confusion"can be eliminated without oth~rwise affecting the interpretation.

4410.1000 PROJECTS REQUIRING AN EAW.

Subp. 5.. Change in proposed project; new EAW. If after a
negative declaration has been issued but before the
proposed project has received all approvals ~r been
implemented, the RGU determines that a sUbstantial ·change
has been made in the proposed project ·or has occurred in
itscircumstancesg,which change may affect the potential
for significahtadverse environmental effects that were not
addressed in the existing EAW, a new EAW is required.

This subpart presents the criterion for determining if a new EAW should be prepared if
there is a·chapge"after the HAW review but before the project is approved oris built. The
present nile only provides"fora new EAW ifthere is-a substantial change inthe project
and imposes no time·restriction on how long the EAW would be good for if the
implementation ofthe project is delayed significantly. A few projects have been delayed
for many years after an EAW was prepared, and because the project itselfhad not
changed the EAW remained valid without needing anyupdating. .

It has been pointed out to the EQB staff that if a projeCt is notbuilt for a longtime and
there is no time limit on the."shelf-life" ofthe EAW, there could be substantial changes
in the circumstances in which the project would be built that could greatly affect the
potential for environmental impacts of the project that were not addressed in the EAw.
For example, the surrounding development could be differentfroni what was expected
when the EAW was prepared which could substantially change the nature and severity of
certain impacts. The EQB believes that this is a valid concern and that the rule ought to
be amended to address this issue. "

The EQB considered addressing the issue by ~dding a time limit on the "shelf-life" of an
EAW. However, there was considerable disagreement among the member agencies
about what an appropriate time limit would be. This indicated that a single time limit is
probably not appropriate for all types ofprojects. Rather than tryto define different
limits for different types ofprojects, the EQB agencies agreed that the proposed criterion
(a substantial change in circumstances resulting in significant adverse impacts that were
not addressed) would be a preferable solution.

4410.1100 PETITION PROCESS.

Subp. 6. EAW decision. The RGU shall order the
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preparation of an EAW if the evidence presented by the
petitioners, proposers; and other persons or otherWise
known to the RGU demonstrates that~ becauSe of the nature
or location of the proposed project, the project may have
the pote~tial for significant environmental effe9ts. The
RGU shall deny the petition if, the, ~vidence presented fails
to de~onstrate the project may have the potential for
significant environmental effects .. In considering the
evidence, the RGU must take into account the factors listed
at part 4410.1700, subpart 7. The RGU shall maintain,
either as a separate document orcorttained withiri the
records of the RGU, a record, including specific findings
of fact, of its decision on the' need for an'EAW.

, .

The standard in this ruie does not address whetherornot the RGlJ should consider
mitigation and regulation applic~ble to the project when deciding if the project mayhave
the potential for significant. environmental effects. Because. the rule does notjndicate
whether or how such factors should be consi(iered; different RGUs treat petitions
differently with respect to mitigation and regulation. ' This should berectified so that
there is a"level playing field" for all petitions and for all projects for which petitions are
filed. '

There was some controversy refleCted in the comments received in response to the
Request for Comments. about adding a provision about taking mitigation and regulation
into account in the EAWneed decision; especially about the :possibility.that such a
provision would give anRGU too much leeway to dismiss a petition without needing to
investigate the potential effects of the project - in other words, that these added factors
would create even more grounds to deny petitions. (It is a fact that at least 4 out of 5
petitions are dismissed under the present criteria.) While theEQB understands the
concern that adding a provision about mitigation and regulation could be used by an RGU
.as yet another reason to deny a petition, it also believes that it is important for ali RGU to
take into account mitigation measures that will in fact be implemented.

. The approach chosen to add consideration ofregulation and mitigation into petition
decisions is to direct the RGU to take into account the same four factors as required to be
considered in making an EIS need decision, at part 4410.1700, subpart 7, items Ato D.
Among these items,. item C explicitly deals with mitigation and regulation, being "the
extent to which the environmental effects are subjectto mitigation by ongoing public
regulatory authority." Directing the RGU to also consider items A, B and D would have
the added benefit of strengthening the correspondence between what an RGU should
consider in ordering an EAW and in ordering an EIS. At present, many RGUs look to the
same factors when reviewing a petition, but the rules do not explicitly direct the RGU to
consider those same factors. If this amendment is made, then it will be clear to RGUs
that the difference between the two types ofdecision is in the standard ("may have the
potential for significant environmental effects" versus "has the potential for significant
environmental effects").

4410.1200 EAW CONTENT.
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, I

The EAW shalt address at le~st the follci>winginaj~r
categories in the form provided on the worksheet;

A. identi,fication including project name, project
proposer" and project location;' '

B.' procedural'details includirig identification of the,
RGU"EAW coPtact,person, and'instructions'for,interesteo'
persons wis~ing to submi,t commez:tts;

c: description ,of thti! project, the'purpose of the
project, methods of construction, quantification of
phy~icC'l1 characteristics anq impacts;'project site
description, and land use ~rid physical features ,of the'
surrounding area; ..',

D. resource protection measures' that have been, '
incorporated trite the:pr~jeC!t'design;

~ "';". :

E. major issues sections idehtifyingpotential
'environmental impacts and issues that may require further
investigation before the project is coirnnenced;

F. known governmental approvals" reviews, or
financing required; applied for,. or anticipated and the

status of any applications made, including permit
conditions that may have-been ordered or are be~ng
considered; aM'

G. if the project will becarriea.outbYa"
governmental unit, a brief explanationdf the need for the
project and an. identification of those who will benefit

from the project; and

--.!!. an assessment of the compatibility of the project with
approved plans of local units of government.

Part 4410.1200 lists infonnation that must be addressed in an EAW. Th~ EAW content
requirements do not now specifically addtesscompatibility of the project with approved·
local plans, and this has been pointed out to the EQB by representatives ofthe Sierra
Club on several occasions. It is proposed to add a new item Hthat would require this to
be covered in an EAW. It should be noted that the actual EAW fonn that has been
prepared by the EQB does already include a question ( #27) that addresses whether or
not the project is consistent with local approved plans: Therefore, although in theory this
amendment creates an additional infonnation need for the project proposer, in practice
this infonnation has routinely been supplied in EAWs for many years.

4410.1400 PREPARATION OF AN EAW.

The EAW shall be prepared as early as practicable in the
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development of t4.e" proposed project. The EAW shall be "
prepared by the RGU or its agents.

When an EAW is to be prepar~d, the proposer shall submit
the completed data portion~ o£ theEAW to the RGU. The RGU
shall promptly determine whether the proposer I s submitt"al
is complete within 30 days or such other time period as
agreed upon by the RGU and proposer. If theRGU determines
that the submittal is incomplete, the RGU shall return the
submittal to the proposer. for completion of the missing
data. If the RGUdetermines that the submittal is
complete, the RGU shall notify the proposer of the
acceptance of the submittal within five days. The RGU
shall have 30 qays from notification tO,add supplementary
material to the EAW, if necessary, and to approve the EAW
for distribution. The RGU shall be responsible" for the
completeness and accuracy of all information.

The rule now states (s~cond paragraph) that after the proposer submits the completed data
portions of the EAW to the RGU, the ''RGU shallpromptly deternrinewhefuer the "
prop<;>ser's submittal is complete," however, "promptly" is not defined and is subject to
disputes between RGUs and proposers. It is proposed to correct this situatioliby
amending the rule by deleting the word ''promptly'' and-adding the,phrase "within30
days or such other time period as the RGU and the proposer agree :uport"at the end ofthe'
sentence. Thirty days is a reasonable standard for reviewofthis type. It is the lemgth of
review for completed EAWs, draft AUARs, and the scopmg ofEISs. If for a given:
project the RGU determines that30 days willnot be a sllffiCient perioq.oftime, it can
approach the proposer to arrange for a lengthier period_of time. -This would only be
likelier for major, complex projects.

4410.1500 PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF AN EAW.

A. The RGU shall provide one copy of the EAW to the
EQB staff within five days after the RGU approves theEAW.
This copy shall serve as notification to the EQB staff to
publish the notice of avail~bility of the EAW in the EQB
Monitor. At the time of submission of the EAW to the EQB
staff, the RGU shall also submit one copy of the EAW to:

(1) each member of the EQB;

(2) the proposer of the project;

(3) the U.S. Corps of Engineers;

(4) the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency;

(5) the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service;

(6) the State Historical Society;
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(,T) the Environmenta:l C6nsen~tion LibrarY the
S'tate Archeologist arid the Indicm Affairs Council;

(8) the Legislative Reference Library the
Environmental Conservation Library;

(9) the regional development commission arid
regional development library for the region of the project
site;

(10) any local, governmental unit within which the
project will take place;

(11) the representative 'of ariypetitioners
pursuant to part' 4410.1100; and :

,(12) any other person upon written request.

Item,A presents. a list ofinstitutioils to which EAWs must be routinely distribUted. This
list is out-of-date and needs 8omeupdating. Specifically, the Legislative Reference
Library has asked to be removed from the list as its resources no longer allow for routine
cataloging and storing ofenvironmental revie\V documents and there is aneedto achieve
wider distribution ofEAWsfor review with respect to archaeological and Native
American cultural features. ' "

4410.1700 DECISION ON NEED FOR EIS.

Subp. 2a. insufficient information. If the RGU determines
that information necessary to a reasoned decision about the
potential for, or significance of, one or more possible
environmental impacts is lacking, but could be reasonably
obtained, the RGU shall either:

A. make a positive declarati<;m and include within the
scope of the EIS appropriate studies to obtain the lacking
information; or

B. postpone the decision on the need for an EIS, for
not more than 30 days or such other period of time as
agreed upon by the RGU arid proposer, in order to obtain the
lacking information. If the RGU postpones the decision, it
shall provide written notice of its action, including a
brief description of the lacking information, within five
days to the project proposer, the EQB staff, and any person
who submitted substantive comments on the EAW.

The current rules allow for an extension of no more than 30 days to get missing
information. However, in practice longer extensions ,are frequently taken when the
project proposer,agrees. This amendment would bring the rule language into agreement
with this common practice.
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Subp. 3. Fo:rm and basis, far decision. TheRGU's decision
shall be efi:hera hegat:'ive de~laiCltionor a positive '
declaration.; If a positive declaration,' tho' deCisi6ri shall
include the ReD I S proposed sEwpe for the ' EI£ . TheRGU
shall base its decision regarding the need for an EISana
the proposecl seOge on the informatIon gathered during the "

'EAW process 'and the comments received on the EAW. ' , '. -:.', , -.': .. ",~, '. . ~ . ',", '. "

In cases where the'ROD issues' a.' ~'positive declaiatlbI1," (j.e:;orders an EISbeprepated)'
the existingrule requires;thatthe RGU alsodevelop a:dnrll HIS scope atthe same time..•'
ill practice, this has proven to be very difficult for governmental units to dq~ Almostall
the positive declaration notices that the EQB has ever received havetack~dauy :
information about the proposed ,scope oftheEIS. I~ seems. clear that' iii pra~tice'RGt1s
need a period of time after ordering anE1S to cieveiop a propos~dEI$, scope. The. ",
proposed changes 'at this subpart are coordinated with those atpart 44102100, subpart 4
(see below) and togetherwould'establ1sh a more workable process forthe scoping ofan
EIS ordered after completion of an EAW., ' ' ,

4410.2100 EIS SCOPING PRQCESS.

Subp. 4. -Scaping period for s~discreti6i1aryEiS ·'s.If '
the EIS is 1;>eing prepared pursuant to part 4410.2000,
subpart 3, {tern A, thefollowing,~cheduleapplies:

A. At least ten days but not more, than 20 days after'
notice of a positive declaration is published in the EQB
Monitor, a public meeting Shall be held to review the scope
of the EIS. Notice of' the time, date, and place of the
scoping meeting shall be published in the EQBMonitor
within 15 days of receipt of the proposer'sscoping cost
payment, pursuant to part 4410.6500, subp. I, item A, and a
press release shall be provided to a newspaper of general
circulation in the area where the project is proposed. All'
meetings shall be open to the public.

B. Within 15 days of the public scoping meeting, 30 days
after the positive declaration is published in the EQB
Honitor, the RGU shall issue its final decision regarding
the scope of the EIS. If the decision ,of the RGU must be
made by a board, council, or other similar body which meets
only on a periodic basis, the decision may be made at the,
next regularly scheduled meeting of the body following the
seoping meeting but not more than 45 days after the
positive declaration is published in the EQB Monitor.

This rule guides the scoping of an EIS that has been ordered after the preparation of an
EAW and the issuance of a "positive declaration." The changes here will work in
coordination with those ofpart 4410.1700, subpart 3 (see above) to improve the transition
from the decision to prepare an EIS.into the scoping of the EIS. As described above, the
procedures in the current rule have proven unworkable in practice, and furthermore,the
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scoping procedures in this rule are mcorisiste1ltwithptoVlsioIl.s ofpart 441O.650()~ subp.
1, item A, regardillg the proposer's pa~ent to the RGlJ. for scoping costs.~

,'The proposed changes would start the timeframe for scoping when the proposer.pays the'
RGU for the estimated scoping costs; rather than from:tli.e dateofthe positive 'declaration. 
In some cases where ail EIS is ordered, 'the project proposer is not prepared tGp:roceed
intoscoping immediately, for several possible reasons includiilg QJ.~ possibility that the "
project Wiil be abandoned. Usingthe payment pf the scopingcosts ~. 3: starting point.
makes sense as it indicates the intent onthepartofthe proposer to proceedwitbtheE!S.
Within 15 \Vorldngdays ofthatevertt, notice ofa public scoping meeting would ,be. '
required in'th~.EQB Monitor.. Thenieetlng schedule \Voulduot be c::hanged, onlythe~ .
point where the dead1iiJ.e islheasuredfrom. The RGU's scoping decision would b¢ .

. requirt:;d within 15 workirig days ofthe scoping meeting" whic::h is the same timetrmne as
provided for a scoping decision for a mandatory or.voluntary :HIS, measured ffomth~ end
ofthe 'comment period. ...,;. . ,.. ..

. . Subp. 8. Amendments to scoping decision•. After the
s~oping decision is made, the RqU shall not amend the
decision without the agreement of the proposeruriless
substantial changes are· made in the proposed project that
affect the potential significant .environmental effects of,
the project or substantial new information arises relating.
to the proposed project that significantly affects the
potential environmental !=ffects of the proposed project or .
the availability of prudent and feasible alternatives to
the project. If the scoping decision is amended after
publication of the EIS preparation notice, notice and' a

. summary Of the amendment shall be published in the' EQB
Monitor within 30 days of the amendment. The notice maybe
incorporated into the notice of theavailab~lityof the
draft or final EIS.

The current rule states that a notice must be given in the EQB Monitor whenever the
• scope of an EIS is revised by the RGU. However, if the draft or finalEIS document is'

near release it would be more efficient to announce the scope revision as part ofthe
.notice of those documents rather than as a separate notice. This proposed amendment
would allow for that.

Subp. 9. EIS preparation notice. An EIS preparation
notice shall be published within 45 days after the seeping
deeisienis issued RGU receives the proposer's cash

payment pursuant to part 4410.6500, subp. 1,item B, or
part 4410.6410, subp. 3. The notice shall be published in
the EQB Monitor, and a press release shall be provided to
at least one newspaper of general circulation in each
county where the project will occur. The notice shall
contain a summary of the scoping decision.

The amendment propo'sed here would work in combination with that proposed at part
4410.6100, subp. 1, to correct a problem with the initiation ofthe 280 day timeframe for
completion of an EIS. The statutes state, at Minn. Stat., sec. 116D.04, subd. 2a(g), that
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. an EIS must be completed within 280 days ofthe publication of the EIS preparation
notice. However, atMinn. Stat., 116D.045, subd. 4the statutes state that preparation of
an EISmaynot beginuntii the proposer pays the RGU at least one~halftheestimated cost
oftheEIS. As the rules are cUrrently written, thesequeIiceofscoping, cost agreement .
and payment, and ElS preparation events is: .,

Scopingdecision (4410.2100, subps.3-6)
*EISPreparationNoticepublished - within 45 days (4410.2100, subp~ 9)··

. EIScOst agreement signed - Within 30·days (4410.6100; subp~ 1) .
Proposed pays at least Y2 cost assessment - within 10 days (4410.650o~subp; IB)
EIS preparation begins - jnlmediatelyupOli payment(441 0.6500, subp.l B)
*Point at 'which 280 day EIS "clock" begins . .

Under the·presentsystem, although theEIS 280 day.prepatationperiod begins when the
EIS Preparation Notice is published, payment of the costmay not occur until up to 6.
weeks later. The proposed amendments here and at part 4410.6100, subp. 1would
shuffle the events so that the 280 period does not begin until work is ready to proceed.
The proposed sequence ofevents would be:

Scoping Decision
. Draft costagreement given proposer by RGU :,-within 30 days

RGUand proposer sign cost agreement -within 30 days
Proposer pays at least Y2 assessed cost - within 10 days
EIS preparation begins - immediately upon receipt ofcostpaymeht
*:EIS Preparation Notice published'':- within 45 days· ofteceiptofcostpayment
*Point at which 280 day EIS"clock" begins

A diagram showing the.sequence of steps now and under the proposed amendments is
contained in the appendices.

4410.3100 PROHIBITION ON FINAL GOVERNMENTAL DECISIONS.

Subpart 1. Prohibitions. If an EAW or EISis required, for
a governmental action under parts 4410.020.0 to-4410.6500,
or if a petition for an EAW is filed under part 4410.1100
that complies with the requirements of subparts 1 and 2. of
that part, a project may not be started and a final
governmental decision may not be made to grant a permit,
approve a project, or begin a project, until:

A. a petition for an EAW is dismissed;

B. a negative declaration on the need for an EIS is
issued;

C. an EIS is determined adequate; or

D. a variance is granted under subparts 3 to 7 or the
action is an emergency under subpart 8.
To start or begin a project includes taking any action
within the meaning of "construction," as defined at part
4410.0200, subp. 10.
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Two clarlfications'areproposedtothis subpart. The first proposed amendment would>
clarify that wheria citizens' petitionis filed the prohibitions on beginning a project and, "
.on governmental decisions to. approve or begin a project go into effect only upon the,'.
determination by EQB that the petition complies with the content requirements.ofthe .
rules (that is, that the petition is "complete"). The current rules ~e unclear about whether
the prohibitionbegins when a petition is filed (arrives atthe.EQ13offices)orwhen the .
EQB staffverifie~ its. completeness. The EQB staffhas alwaysiriterpreted the rule to
mean the latterfortwo reasons. Firstly, a significantp~rcentage (in excess 30%) of
petitions do not comply with all the content requirements as specified in part 4410.l10,
subparts 1 &2 whenthey'are, originally filedwithEQB. TheEQB staffhas always taken
the position that a petition must be complete before it can invoke the prohibition on
project approvals; otherwise, project opponents would be able to stallprojects without

. actually having a case for potential environmental effects. .

Secondly, the interpretation that the prohibition begins before the EQ13' staffreviews 'the
petition would cause practical problems. The EQB has five working days ~9 review a ..
petition for completeness and to assign an RGU (part 44.10.11 00, subp. 5). If in the
meantime, a govemmental unit issues a permit b.efore theEQ13.is able to notify it ofthe
existence of the complete petition, is the permit invalid - oris the project now exempt
(pursuant to part 4410.4600, subp. 2, item B)? Since the lawandrulesdQnotJ,lddress this
ambiguous situation, the EQB has always taken the position thatsuchasituationis me~t
to be avoided, meaning that the prohibition on approvals does not begin until the EQ13
has reviewed the petition and found it to comply with the content requirements. As a
matter. ofpractice, theEQB staffroutinely contacts the RGU by telephone as soon as a
petition is determined to be complete in order to minimize the possibility tha1 apermit
will be issued after the petition is deemed valid..

The second amendment would clarify what it means to "start" 'or "begin" a project~ these
words beingthe terms used in the prohibition language referring to action on the projeCt

, itselfas opposed to the approval of the project. The EQB has always taken the position
that starting or beginning a project was equivalent to taking any action covered by the
term "constiuction,"as defmed at part 4410.0200, subp. 10. This amendment would
make that interpretation expliqit in the rule.

4410.3610 ALTERNATIVE URBAN AREAWIDE REVIEW PROCESS.

Subpart 1. Applicability. A local unit of goverrurient may
use the procedures of this part instead of the procedures
of parts 4410.1100 to 4410.1700 and 4410.2100 to 4410.3000
to review anticipated residential, commercial, warehousing,
and light industrial development and associated
infrastructure in a particular geographic area within its
jurisdiction, if the local unit has adopted a comprehensive
plan that includes at least the elements in items A to C.

For purposes of this part, "light industrial development,
faeility, or project" includes a development, facility, oi
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project engaged in the assembly of products from components
that are not produced at the site, but does not include. any.
development, facility, or project, including an ass~ly
dC'\lClopment, facility, or [T)hep;r-ocedures of this part may
not be used to review any I>;oject meet.ing the" require~eI!,ts
fo'r a mandatory EAW in part,. 4410.4300, subparts 2 to 13,
15 to 17, 18, items B or C, or 24, or a mandatory EIS in'
part 4~4400, subparts 2 to 10, 12, 13, or 25.

The ,first proposed amendment at this part is intended to clarify the types of"ind~strial"
projects that cannot be reviewed through the AUAR process. ill 1997 the BQB·amended
this subpart in an attempt to accomplish the same objective; 'however, the approach
chosen at that time has not worked out well inpractice. ;The approach used in 1997 was
to define "light industrial," and then 'provide a list ofindustrial projects that were not
"light industrial" based on references to various mandatory EAW andEIS categories. In
practice this has caused confusion among RGUs andconsultants,in part becanse the
definition of"lightindustrial" used in the rule differs from the understanding ofthe term

, as used in other contexts. ill hindsight, the EQB now see's that a more direct and less
" confusing approach would be the one proposed here: delete the definition of"light

industrial" and simply provide the list ofindustriai projects types (lJased on EAW and
EIS categories) that cannot be reviewed under the AUAR pi:'oces~. '

The second amendment at this subpart is toe1iminate ~me ofthe three subdivisions of
, subpart 18, concerning wastewater systems, from the list ofexcluded projects. Subpart
18 contains three items: item A deals with sewage collections systems; item B with.
sewage treatment systems; and item G with industrial wastewatertreatIilent systems. The
present rule excludes all three items from review through the AUAR process. However,
EQB staffbelieves that including item A, sewage colle<;;tions systems, was an inadvertent
error. There is no good reason not to allow the review ofa sewer system in an AUAR
and good reasons to include such review. The AUAR process explicitly provides for the
review of "associated infrastructure" along with residential, commercial, warehousing
.and light industrial development within a particular geographic area. Sewers are as much
infrastructure as roads, watennains, energy distribution, and communications. ill order to
provide comprehensive review ofanticipated development, the impacts oftheplanned
sewage collection system ought to be included iiI the AUAR review. The amendment
proposed would correct the error made in 1997 and allow for the review of sewer systems
in 'an AUAR. '

Subp. 2. Relationship to specific dev~lopment projects.
The prohibitions of part 4410.3100, subparts 1 to 3, apply
to all projects for which review under this part.
substitutes for review under parts 441,0.1100 to 4410.1700
or 4410.2100 to 4410.3000. These prohibitions terminate
upon the adoption by the RGU of the environmental analysis
document and plan for mitigation under subpart 5.

Upon completion of review under this part, residential,
commercial, war~housing, and light industrial development
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projects and associated infrastructure withirithe . .
boundaries established under subpart 3 that are corisistenf
with .development assumptions established under subpart 3
are exempt from review· linder·parts 4410.1100 to 4410.1700·
and. 4410.2100 to '4410.3000 as long as the approval·and
construction of the project complies·· with ··the . conditions of·
the plan for mitigation developed Under subpart 5.
If a specific residential, commercial, warehousing, light
industrial, or associated irifrastructUre project, that is
subject to an EAW or EIS, is proposed within the boundaries
6f an area for which an alternative revi.ew tinder this part·

·is planned but has not yet beencompleted~ the RGU may, at
itsd{scretion, review th.especific project either through
the alte:r:native areawide review procedures or. through the
EAW or EIS procedures. If the project is reviewed through
the alternative areawide r~view procedures, at least one
set of development assumptions used in the process must be
consistent with the proposed,projec~, and the project must
incorporate the applicable mitigation measures developed
through .. the ~rocess. . ..

After an order for review has been adopted under:subpart 3,
the RGU may riot remove· a project from the alternative,urban
areawide review process without providing opportunity for
Public comment about .the proposed removal. The.RGU must·
provide notice of the· intended remQval and the reasons for
the remdva~ in the same manner as for distribution of an
EAW pursuant to part 4410.1500, except that notice is hot
required to be published in the EQB Monitor. Agencies and'
interested persons shall have 15 days from date of receipt
of the notice to file comments about the proposed removal
of the project from the review. If adverse comments are
received, the RGU must consider the comments arid determine
whether to keep the project in the review or remove it from
the review based on whether the project may have the
potential for significant environmental effects, taking
into account the interaction of the project with other
anticipated developnient in the alternative urban areawide
review area. If no adverse comments are received within 20
working days of giving notice, the project may be removed
from the review without further action by the RGU.

If a specific project will be reviewed through the
procedures of this part rather than through the EAW or EIS
procedures and the project itself would otherwise require
preparation of an EISpursuant to part 4410.4400 or will
comprise at least 50% of the area covered by the
alternative urban areawide review, the RGU must follow the
additional procedures of subpart 5a in the review.

The prohibitions of part 4410.3100, subparts 1 to.3, appl)r
to all proj eets for ~ihieh reviC'ov under this part

substitutes for revie~v under.parts 4410.1100 to 4410.1700
or 4410.2100 to 4410.3000. These prohibitions terminate
upon the adoption by the RGY of the environmental analysis
document and plan for mitigation under subpart 5.
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The first change ill this. subpart·is to .move the existfug final paragraph so 'that it will
appear fust in the subpart. 'This is because with the addition ofnew paragraphs, if it is
left at the end, it maytend to be disregarded. There is no change in the text of this
paragraph, only its location in the document. (

The second change in tins subpart is to add a paragraphestablishingaproceduretp be.
followed in the event thatit is proposed to remove a project from the, AUAR after the
AUAR is ord~r~4. Per the. paragraph irithe rules immediately above this added ._: ...
paragraph, if a specific project requiring review.is known 'when the AUAR isordered;.the .
RGU may at its discretion roll the review into the AUAR orreview the specific project
through the EAWlEIS process,· However, the rules, do not.address what happens if after
the AUAR is begun, a proposer ofa project oflessthan mandatory teview'sizewishes,to
have his or her project.area removed from the AUAR, presumablyto.proce:ed through the
local review process ona faster track than if included in the AUAR. This situation has, ,,
arisen on a number ofoccasions,and iiJ. such cases it has been the opinion ofthe EQ:s
staff that nothing in the rules prevents t4eRGU from removing the project. HoWever;~.

such removal ofprojects from an AUAR has caused concern and opposition Ill;some
cases, resulting in a request from the DNR that the EQBaddress this issue in this
rulemaking. .

Originally, the option considered, as included with the Request for Comments, was· to
prevent the removal ofa project from an AUAR once the process had begun. However,
comments from a local Unit ofgovernment official pointed out th.at· adopting. that policy
would in effect create an absolute moratorium on any development wiihinan ADAR area
during the AUAR preparation period, and that it would be a strong disincentive fOf many
units ofgovernment to use the AUAR process. ' Additionally, EQB staffwere concerned
that this policy seemed to create a presumption that every possible projeet within an
AUAR area met the criteria for requiring an EAW without any factual record to support

. it. As a result of these issues, the EQB determined to proceedwith a different rule
'. amendment, based on the suggestion ofthe local official who commented on this

amendment. -,

The amendment option proposed would require the RGUto provide notice to interested.
agencies and persons oftheintended removal ofthe project from the AUAR. Notice
would be given in the same manner as for the availability of an EAW, except no EQB
Monitor notice would be needed. Leaving out the Monitor notice allows the entire
process to be more expeditious since the week's lead time for the Monitor notice is
avoided. The agencies and persons receiving notice could file adverse comments for a
period of 15 working days from the date they received the notice. It is expected that
adverse comments would be in the nature ofreasons why either the project on its own
would be worthy of review or why the cumulative impact of the project together with the
impacts of surrounding development would be worthy ofreview. Ifno adverse
comments were received within 20 working days ofthe distribution ofthe notice, the
RGU could remove the project from the AUAR without needing to prepare any findings
about the environmental implications ofdoing so. However, if adverse comments were
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received, then the RGU would need to make and document its determination according to
the same 'standard as,used for ordering ari.EAW· ("may'have the potential for sigD.ificant
enviroini:lental effects") takingctitnulative impacts:with,suiToundin:g development into> .'
account.' " '.';"

This proposed amendment would establish a straightforward and relatively simple
proce~ure to·be followed iftheRGUisrequested to temovea project' from·the AUAR'
after the AUAR is begun. The procedure would require approxi:i:naiely'5 to'6 weeks to
complete, depending upon whethetadverse comments were received andthenattire'of"
those comments. '.

,r

Thetrnrdchange in this subpartis'toaddaparagblph statmgthat when a specific project'
is included in the AuARarea and that project either would require a mandatory EIS on

. its ownoritcovers at leasthalfofthe ADAR's geographic area, special procedures, .
which are specified ·in 'the new subpart Sa, must be followed: This paragraph would, '
merely hall attention to the need for t4e speci31procedures;not specify any ofthentlfii
appropriate to place such a paragraph in this subpart because the' topic ofthe subpart is .'

,how the AUAR relates, to 'specific developniertt projects that may be within the area. The
discussion ofnew subpart Sa explains the background.atid rationale ofthis ameridment.

Subp.5. Procedu~esfor revie~. The procedures in items A
to H must be uS,ed forreyiew under this part.

A. The RGU shall prepare a draft enviroiunental
analysis document addressing each bf:thedevelopment
scenarios'selected under.subpart 3~ using the standard
content and format provided by' the EQB under subpart 4~A
draft version of the mitigation plan as described under
item C must be included. The draft document must be
distributed and noticed in accordance with part 4410.1500

. The current rules do not require the plan for mitigation to be incluqed urttil the final
AUAR analysis document is prepared. Over the years, numerous reviewers have
suggested that having a draft of the :mitigation plan to review at the time ofthe draft
analysis document would improve their review and help avoid misunderstandings about
needed, mitigation in the final document. The rule amendment here would provide that a
draft version of the mitigation plan must be part ofor accompany the draft analysis
document when it is distributed for review. It is recognized that the draft mitigation plan

.may have elements that are incomplete or possibly even missing compared to what will
be covered in the fi~al mitigation plan.

B. Reviewers shall have 30 days from the date of
notice of availability of the draft environmental analysis
in the EQB Monitor to submit written comments to the RGU.
Reviewers that are governmental units shall be granted a
15-day extension by the RGU upon a writte~ request for good
cause. A copy of the request must be !Sent to the EQB.
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Cc;>nunents may ~address- the 'accuracy and completeness of
the informatio~ provided in the draft analysi~ and dr~ft
mitigation pl~n, potential impacts that warrant further
analysis, further information that may be required in order •
to secure permits for speci,fic projects in the future; ana
mitigation measures or procedures necessa~ to prevent
significant environmental impacts within the area when
actual development occ,urs, and the need to: analyze
additional development scenarios.

Several wording revisions are proposed to,the second paragraph 'of this item qealing with
comments on a ,draft AUAR analysis document. The mst is to replace the word "niust"
with the word '~may" regardingwhat comments shpuld address. ''Must'' is inappropriate

" considering the addition ofthe phrase at the end ofthe paragraph "~d the need to
analyze additional development scenarios." 'Orily in some cases, wheretbe requirements
ofsubpart 5a apply, will itbe relevant to comment on this topic. In addition, itis'
iliogical to require an interested party to comment on all relevant topics; they should be
free to comment on one or all topics' as they see fit and have relevant comments.

The second revision is to ,add the phrase "and,draft mitigation plan," since the reVision at
item A (see above) is requiring a draft mitigation plan to accompany the draft analySis,
document i The third revision is to add the phrase "and the need to analyze additional
development scenarios." in those cases where the procedures in the new Slibpart5aapply
and a process is added to the start ofthe AUAR process to allow commenters to suggest
that additional development scenarios meetirig certain requirements be reviewed, it is
appropriate'to allow commenters to address the question ,ofwhether the development
scenarios analyzed in the draft AUAR are sufficient in view ofthe input given.

, '

D. The RGU shall distribute the revised environmental
analysis document and it~ plan for mitigation in the same
manner as the draft document and also to any persons who
commented on the draft document and to the EQB staff.
State agencies and the Metropolitan Council of the Twin
Cities have ten days from the date of receipt o£the
revised'document to file an objection to the document with
the RGU. A copy of any letter of objection must be filed
with the EQB staff. An objection may be filed only if the
agency filing the objection has evidence that, the revised
document contains inaccurate or incomplete information
relevant to the identification and mitigation of
potentially significant environmental impacts, that the
review has not analyzed sufficient development scenarios as
required by this part, or that the proposed plan for
mitigation will be inadequate to prevent potentially
significant,environmental impacts from occurring.

The first revision is to add the phrase "and its plan for mitigation" to the requirements for
distribution of the finalized AUAR documents to clarify that the plan for mitigation is an
essential part ofthe AUAR documents. The second revision adds a new justification for
the filing of an objection by a state agency or the Metropolitan Council. The addition of
this additional justification for an objection is due to the new requirements in subpart 5a
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regarding identification ofadditional development sceiiarios as alternatives to the specific
large project that has triggered the need for the addydprocedutes ofsubpart Sa. It is '
reasonable to allow an agency to object onthe grounds that its suggestioJ;lS for additional;
scenarios,have been ignored. ' , '

E. Unless an objection is filed in accordance with
itemD, theRGUshal1 adopt the revised environmental
analysis document, including the p:Lan for'mitigation, at
its first regularly scheduled meeting held 15 ,or more days
Cifter the distribution of the revised document. The RGtJ '
shall submit evidence of theadoptiono,f thedbcument and
plClU for mitigation -,to theEQB 'staff and all agencies, tl:1a~,

"have stated that theywi'sh tabe 'informed of any' future'
projects\ withirtthe area~a'S part ofthei~ comments 'on the
draft environmental'analyslsdocument~TheEQB shali ,
publish a. notice of the adoption of the documents and' the
completion of the review process in the"EQB Monitor.

Upon adoption of theerivironmental )ana:lysis document,
including the plan for mitigation, residential, commercial,

'warehousing, and light industrial'projects and'associated
infrastructure within the area that are consistent with the'
assumptions of 'the document and that comply with the plan '
fo'r mitigation are exempt from review under parts 4410.1100
to 4410.i700,and 4410.2100 to 4410.2l:l00. '

" ,

Several minor changes are made here to help clarify that the plan for mitigation is part of
the AUAR environmental analysis document, as mentioned above fOf item D. The
changes would replace "the" with "its" in two places where the phrase ''the,
environmental analysis document and [the] its plan for mitigation" is use<i and to make
"documents" singular. ' ' ,

F. If an objection is filed with the RGU in
accordance with item D, within five days of receipt of the
objection the RGU shall consult with the objecting agency

,about the issues raised in the objection and shall Cidvise
the EQB staff of its proposed response to the objection.
At the request of the RGU, the objecting agency, the EQB
staff, and any other affected agency shall meet with the
RGU as soon as practicable to attempt to resolve the issues
raised in the objection.

Within 30 days after receipt of the objection the RGU shall
submit a written response to the objecting agency and the
EQB chair. The response shall address each of the issues
raised in the objection. The RGU may address an issue by
either revising the environmental analysis document or plan
for mitigation, or by refuting the comment. explaining ',my
it believes that the issue is not relevant to the
identification and mitigation of potentially significant
environmental impacts.

The wording change here is proposed in order to be less prescriptive of the responses an
RGU might give to issues raised in an objection. Currently, the rule provides that if the
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finds
the EQB
The

, '

RGU chooses not to revise the AUAR documents in response to an issue; its other
available reCourseis to explain why it does notbelieve that the issue is relevant to "the
identification and mitigation ofpotentially significant environmental impacts.'; In
hindsight, it now appears that this lariguage is nothroad enough to cover allpossible
reasons why an RGUmight reje9t making a revision in the ADAR. Furthermore, in
hindsight, thisprescrlptive -language now seems presumptuous 'on the part oftheEQB in
telling ariRGU how itshould respond. The EQB proposes to replace the current language

,with the simpler but broader language "refuting the comment" "

H. If 'the matter is referred to the EQB under item G,
the EQBsha11 deib:rtnine whether '. the enviro:Qlllental analysis
document ,and itspfiui for mitigation is~ adequate"
conditionallyadequate, or inadequat'e. , If the EQB
the documents conditionally adequate ,or'i,nadequate,
shall specify the revisions necessary for adequacy.
EQB shall only find the documents inadequate if it
determines that it~ contains inaccurate· or incomplete' ,
informat;iori necessary to the identification and.mitigation
of potentially significant environmental impacts, that the
review has not analyzed sufficient development scenarios as
reexuired by this part, or that the proJ;losedplan for
mitigation will be inadequate to prevent the occurrence of
potentially significant environmental impacts.

If the,EQB finds the documents adequate or conditionally
adequate, the RGU shall 'adopt thedocument-!;lunde,r item' E.
If the documents iswere found conditionally ,adequate by the
EQB, the RGU shallfirst'reivise the documents as directed
by the EQB; If the EQB finds the documents inadequate, the
RGU has 30 days to revise the documents and circulate
it~,for review in accordance with items D to H.

The revision to item H parallels the revision to item D that makes failure ofthe AUM to,
analyze sufficient scenarios a basis for an objection. If an objection can be filed on that

'. basis, the EQB must be able to uphold the objection on the same basis. Also, several
minor changes are made to singularize "documents" and to use the phrase "its plan for
mitigation" to Clarify that the plan for mitigation is to be considered part ofthe AUAR
environmental analysis document.

Subp. 5a.Additional procedures required when certain
specific projects are reviewed. The procedures of this
subpart must be followed in addition to those of subpart 5
if a specific project will be reviewed through the
procedures of this part rather than through the RAW or EIS
procedures and the project itself would otherwise require
preparation of an EIS pursuant to part 4410.4400 or will
comprise at least 50% of the ground area covered by the
alternative urban areawide review.

A. Prior to the approval of the order for review pursuant to
subpart 3, the RGU must conduct a public comment process to
assist it in identifying appropriate development scenarios
and relevant issues to be analyzed in the review. The RGU
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shall, prepare a draft,orderfor review, and distribute and
provide notj,ceof itsavai,labilityinthesame manne.ras
for an EAW pursuant to part 4410.1500. The draft order fo~ ,

,reviewrnust include the information specified in subpart 3.
B. Government units' and interested persons 'shall participate

',in the public c;:omrnentprocess in accbrdance with part'
.'441;0'.,1.600, except the comments shall address suggested
ad,ditional development scenarios and relevant issues tb be "
arialyzed.Commeritsmay suggest additional scenarios, (

, including development at sites outside of the proposed
alternative, urban q.reawide review boundary, if they would
likely minimize or avoid potentia:llysignificaht
environmentq.l impacts that may result from development of '
the scenarios based on or incorporating the plans for the
specific protect or projects that require use of the
procedures' ·of ' this subpart.' The comments must provide
reasons why a suggested additional scenario is potentially
environmentally superior.

C. ' The RGU must,consider all,timely and substantive comments
received when finalizing the order for review. The RGU
shall apply'the criteria for excluding,an alternative'from
analysis'foundat part 4410:2300, item Gi in determining if
a suggested alternative scenario should be included or
excluded. If the RGU excludes a suggested additional
development scenaxTo'it must document' its reasons' for
excluding the, scenario in a written record of decision.

D.' TheRGU shall adopt the final order for review within 15
days of the end of the comment period. A copy of the order
and theRGU'srecord of decision for its adoption must be
sent within 10 days oLthe decision to theEQB and to
anyone who submitted timely and substantive comments.

,This entire subpart is new. It specifies the additional procedures ofreview that would be
reqUired whenever the AUAR would include a specific development project which either'
requiTes a mandatory EIS on its own or covers at least 50% of the geographic (or ground)
area within the AUAR, boundaries~ A diagram iti included hi the appendices showing

': how the proposed additional procedures fit into the steps of the AYAR process and how
the amended process compares to the steps of the EIS process.

, ,

'I'hebackground to this amendment is that current rule language authorizes an RGU to
use the AUAR process for reviewing individual projects (part 4410.3610, subpart 2,
paragraph 2) although it was developed primarily to enable the review ofan entire
geographic area without reference to plans for specific projects. Critics have questioned
whether the use of the AUAR process for the review of individual projects reduces the
quality ofthe review compared to what would be achieved iftheproject was reviewed
through the regular EAWlEIS process, and suggested that the rules be amended to
prohibit review ofa single project that would otherwise require an EIS. That pn;>posal
was included with the Request for Comments.' Several commenters raised objections to
this proposal. One was that the EQB could create a disincentive for the master planning
of the entirety of a propertyowner's holdings if doing a master plan would make the
whole property a "single project" for environmental review purposes. Another was that if
this prohibition was established, proposers and RGUs would likely find ways around it
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anyway, such as withholding formalproject applications until after the ADAR was.
completed or adding "extra" land to the AUAR. area so that it was.no longer reviewing a

. single project. . .. .

The EQB was persuaded by the comments that trying topt:0hibiUhe review ofspecific.·
projects throllgh the AUAR process was not likely to be. effective, could lead to·, .
distortions of the prOcess,and could inhiQit good planning insome.cases. On the other
hand, the EQ:B recognizes that there is SOme merit to the proposition that an EIS may
provide a more rigorous review ofaspecific project than the AUAR process. ill .
particular, the EIS content requirements are stronger .in regardto the naJure ofalternatives
that must be addressed ill the review. Consequently, the option proposed in this
rulemaking is to continue to allow the useofthe AUAR procedure to .review single
specific projects, but to require some additional pro¢.,edures to improve the analysis of ..
alternatives in some cases. The cases in which the additional procedures would be
required are either when a specific project exceeds a ma,ndat0rY EIS .threshold(alid would
therefore require preparation ofan EIS ifnot reviewed through the AUAR procedures) or
when any specific project comprises at leastone-halfof'the AUAR area.

The additional procedures that are proposed tobe required are specified in items A to D
ofsubpart Sa. the procedures are modeled after the procedures for EIS scoping, as
specified at part 4410.2100. First, (item A) the RGU would:providepublic notice ofits
intent to prepare an AUAR covering a project for which the special procedures are
required. Notice would be given as for an EAVI, which is the. standard method of
providing notification under the environmentaheview proceSs. The notice would be
based on a draft version ofthe order for review required under subpart 3; the draft order
would indicate the .boundariesofthe AUAR and the development scenarios proposed to
be reviewed (including one or more scenarios incorporating the specific project in
question). Item B specifies that in response to the notice interested persons· and agencies
may comment, following the same process and tinieline (30 calendar days) as for
commenting on an EAW, aboutwhether additional development scenarios ought to be

; included, on the basis. that such scenarios would likely be less environmentally harmful
than the scenarios based on the specific project. -

Item C specifies the standard for the RGU's decision on whether or not to add any
suggested additional development scenarios. The proposed standard is the same set of
criteria that the rules already specify for decisions on which alternatives to include in an

. EIS analysis, as found at part 441O.i300, item G. Using the same criteriawill ensure that
the same standards for what alternatives need to be analyzed for a given project apply
whether that project is reviewed through an EIS or an AUAR.

Item D sets a deadline for the RGU to make its decision about adding additional
development scenarios of 15 working days. This is the same deadline as for an RGU's
scoping decision following an EIS scoping process. Item D would also provide that the
RGU distribute its finalized order for review and its rationale regarding development
scenarios excluded within 10 working days of its decision.
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The propoSed-artleIidmentsinite~sBto-D would add about .6-8weeks(d~pendingon' ,
,how soonaftetthe comment periddthe RGU was ready to make its decision)6f
-additionaltimeto the formal steps ofthe process if the AUAR included it speciflcptoject
that triggered the need for the additional review. It should be noted, however, that the .
additional time at this pointiIi the process ma.ybeoffset by savings -in tilne atla.terstages
due to avoidance ofcontroversy over the issue ofwhether other alternatives should have"
been'addreSsed and whatever steps. are needed toresolve that controversy if it arises. .

4410.3800 GENERIC E1S.

Subp. 5. Criteria. In determining the need for a generic
EIS, the EQB shall consider:

A. if the' -r¢viewof it t:yp~ pfaC1:ioncan be better
accomplished by a generic'EIS-thanbyproject specific
review; .

B. if t~e possible effects on the human environment
from a typeofacti6n are highly uncertain or involve
unique 'or 'linknoWnrisks;

C. if aigenericEIS can be used for tiering in a
,subsequeht project specific EIS;

D.the amount of-basic research needed to Understand
the impacts of such projects;

E. the degree to which decision makers or the public
have a need to be informed of the potent~al impacts of suqh
projects;

F. the degree to which information to be presented in
the generic EIS is needed for governmental or public
planning;

G. the potential for significant environmental
effects as a result of the cumulative impacts of such
projects;

H. the, regional and statewide significance of the
impacts and the degree to which they can be addressed on a
project~by-project basis; aB6

I. the degree to which governmental policies affect
the number or-location of such projects or the potential
for significant environmental effects~

J. the degree to which the cost of basic information ought
to be borne by the public rather than individual project
proposers;
K. the need to explore issues raised by a type of project
that go beyond the scope of review of individual projects;
and
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~L.. therieedto understand the long tenn past, present and future effects.
'~of atype ofaction upon the economy, environment and wayof life ofthe
residents ofthe state. .

This 'amendment ~ould add three 'ld<litionalcriteria tollie.list ofcriteria that the EQB.
may consi<,ler whendetermining ifaOeneric EISshould be ordered. 'These aclditional
f~ctors'catne to the attention ofthe EQB dUring consideration ofthe Generic EIS on
Animal Agriculture. Proposed item L is language used by the Legislature in the biIis
autllorizipg.funding for the Aninlal Agricultur~GElS and also in the bill authorizing
,funding for the scoping,ofa GEISo:Q. Urban Development (no 'funding was ever
authorizedfor the prePara,tion ofthe that ·GEIS). '

SUbp. s. RelatioI1sJ:\ipto project-specific;: review•.
Prepa:rationof a generic .EIS does not'exemptspecific
a¢tiv~ties 'from project-specific environmental-review.
Projeet speeifieew.;ironmental revimi shall useinformatidll
in the gen:ericEiTS by tiering and shall 'reflect the
recommendations eontainedin the generic BIS if the BQB
determines that the generic BIS remains adequate 'at the
time the specific project is sUbjedt to revidi. ' '

The amendment proposed at this subpartwould delete entirely the second sentence ofthe·
subpart .. This sentence concetnsthe use ofGElS material in the review ofaspecific
project through an EAWor EIS, and the role ofthe EQ~ in detenrtining ifGElS
infonn'ation is still suitable for use in 'project specific review. The rulemakingrecords

.from the 1982 rulemaking when this provision was adopted indicate that the briginal .
motivation for this provision was concern that RGDs would ignore GElS infonnation and
recommendations and instead require project proposers to restudy issues already covered
by a GElS in review of specific projects. Thus the provis.ion states that RGDs "shall use
infonnation" and "shall reflect the recommendations" contained in the,GElS '-the intent
was to force RGDs to use the GElS infonnation to minimize costs to project proposers..
In practice, the concern that RGDs will ignore GElS material has never become an issue.

: EQB has never heard of a complaint that an RGD tried to avoid using infonnation or
recommendations available in a GElS.

On the other hand, there havebeen significant public concerns over RGDs using
infonnation from a GElS instead of gathering new infonnation~ There have been two
lawsuits over the alleged improper reliance on GElS infortnation rather than new data,
both ofwhich reached the Court ofAppeals, and one ofwhich reached the Minnesota
Supreme Court. This issue relates to the qualifier about the use ofGElS infonnation
contained in the second clause of the sentence in question: " .. .if the EQB determines that
the GElS remains adequate at the time the specific project is subject to review;"
Although this provision was adopted into the rules in 1982 it was never applied until
2000. When the provision about the EQB determining the continued adequacy ofa GElS
was first applied in 2000, its use revealed a number ofunexpected problems that
apparently had not been foreseen in 1982. First of all, the provision seems to require an
EQB detennination prior to each time a GElS is to be used. This could be an
administrative nightmare for the EQB if there were many projects for which infonilation
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could be used' from acerlain GElS. (To date the EQBhasbeeiifortwiatem this regard
because for two ofthe three GEISs prepared (Forestry. GElS and Red River Basin Water
Resources Projects GElS) there have been very few specific projects·ofthe tYPe covered
by the GEISs proposed, whereas for the Animal Agriculture GElS, although there are
many animal feedlotprojectsreviewe<i;the GElS information is not suited to befug tieroo
into project-specific review because it deals with issues at abtoader,non-project specifib'
level.) .' '. .

The secondproblem discovered with this provisionis thatit Provide.s nogUid~ceab6ut '.,
how theEQB shoulddeteimine ifthciGEIS recommendations remain a4equate, except.: ,.
that it seems to require EQB to make the determiriation with respect to the GElS as a .
whore and without regard to how an RGU may intend to use it. Aft~r having dealt with
this rule twice (2000 and 2005), EQB believes that in this ie~cicttheprovision is (
logically flawed. The mst lo,gical flaw is that the provision is contrary. to the obvious fact
that information becomes datedat variable rates. Some information in.a GElS may
remain' as up-to-date and accurate as the day it was written wlii.le other information may
be totally superseded by liew information. Therefore, the very concept ofwhether a
GElS is adequate as a wliole makes little sense. The second "logical flaw is related: if the

. information ages at different rates, the logicai course ofaction for EQB review would be
to inquire. as to what GElS information·as RGU intended to .use and in whatway, Then
.the EQB equId make an informed judgment about whethertbe specific. use ofthat
specific informatio.il was appropriate~ However, t.!lat is notwhat the rule seems·to·
require. The rul~ says the EQB should vote t4e adequacy of the entire GElS up or 4owri.
regardless ofwJiatuse ofittheRGU intends to make, and that is the course ofaction that·
the EQB has taken inthe.two specific cases brought beforeit.

in the Request for Com:nients documents theEQB specifically asked commenters' to
provide input on how.the flaws in this provision could be resolved. The document stated:
"TheEQB is interested in receiving comments on how theidentified problems with this
subpart could be resolved." Unfortunately, no commenters resp<?nded to this request.

Despite the lack ofsuggestions about how it would be. done,. the EQB 'could attempt to
revise the language ofthis rule to avoid its logical pitfalls and to avoid undue
lldministrativ~problemsin its application. However, EQB is pursuing a different
solution, that ofsimply deleting the sentence altogether. The reason for this choice is the
realization that the sentence is largely redundant when compared to other existing
provisions of the rules; The EQB staff came to realize the redundancy only after the
EQB made its second determination of a GElS's ongoing adequacy in the spring of2005.
The EQB believes that the following provisions already in the rules guide the proper use
of GElS information in project-specific environmental review:

(1) An RGU is always required to use its best judgment about the accuracy and
completeness of information in environmental review documents. Rule provisions
relating to this are found at: 4410.0400, subpart 2; 4410.1400; 4410.1600 in conjunction
with 4410.1700, subpart 4; 4410.2500; 4410.2700, subpart 1; 4410.2800, subpart 4; &
4410.3000, subpart 3. The requirements apply equally to the use ofGElS information as
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to the use'of information from any other source. An RGU does not need the EQB to
, judge the.accuracy ofother information it uses; why does the EQB need to determine the
.validity of GElS information before it can be used? Ifan RGD wishes to consult the·
EQB regarding the accuracy or currency ofcertain GElS informationit cando so
informally. Any person aggrieved by how GElS or any other" information is relied Oli in
environmental review has the right to challenge the RGD's decisions in district court. . .

(2) In cases ofmajorprojects where an RGD is using GElS information in .
.' .

preparing an EIS, issues ofmisuse ofthe GElS informationcan be brought before the
EQB under provisions ofpart 4410.2800, whichproyides for,the EQB to make the
deteI'lIlination ofadequacy on the final EIS. ".' ,

. / (3) When an RGD uses GEiS information mpreparing an EAW fot:a specific
project, one of the criteria .that must be addressed in niakmg the EISneed deciSIon, part'
4410.1700" subpart 7, item D, provides that the RGUniust consider whether the impacts
"can be anticipated and controlled as a resultofother av~labl¢enviro~ental
sttidies...including otherEISs."· This allows the RGD to consider OEIS information in "
making the determination ofEIS need, andin some cases to avoid the nee(l.;to dofurfuer
environinental analysis because ofthe GElS lnformation. Ifanyone. believes the RGD,
~susestheGElS information to avoid an EIS, the decision is appealable in district court..

• - 0. , • • ,_

In the Request for Comments, the EQB hadproposed another ~endment to this subpart,
which would have added an additional modifying clause to the first sentence. This ..
modifying clause would have allowed the EQB td specify, at the time itordered a GElS" ,
that the GElS would be a substitute for certain project-specific reviews, provided that
certain conditions were met. This idea was taken from,a 2004 report on streamlining .
environmental review for the forest products industry. 'However, the EQB has abandoned
that idea ~ecause ofthe following provisions already in the ·rules. The GElS rules at part
4410.3800, subpart 7, item D, covering GElS content, provide for the creation through a
GElS ofan 'alternative review' procedure for certain types ofprojects which the EQB
could approve as a substitute for the regular EAW lEIS process, provided. that the
requirements for an 'alternative review' in part 4410.3600 are met. This allows for a

'. customized, streamlined review process to be developed in conjunction with preparation
of a: GElS. Because ofthis provision, the EQB now feels that the originally proposed
addition to the first sentence of4410.3800, subpart 8 is'not needed. 'Furthermore, in
hindsight it appears that the idea ofdesignating how a GElS would substitute for project
specific review before the GElS analysis had been undertaken would not be viable.
There are too many unknowns and uncertainties in GElS preparation to allow for an
accurate forecast in advance ofthe level of detail of information that can be obtained.

4410.4300 MANDATORY EAWCATEGORIES

. ....

I
I

Subp. 15. Air pollution. Items A and B designate the RGU
for the type of project listed:

~. For construction of a stationary source facility
that generates 250~ tons or more per year or modification
of a stationary source facility that increases generation
by 250~ tons or more per year of any single air
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pqlluta:p.t after installatf'onof air:pollutf6h cOntrol
equipmemt, the peA shall be thc RGU.

- -
B. For construction of a'ne~i parJd:Qgfaciiityf.or , .'

2,000 or more v'ehicilei3~ the PCA'shaIlbeth6 RdU','QjiCbpt
that . this category' does not . apply to' anypa:'rJd'tig 'facility
~lhich is part. of a pro]ectrevimlcd pursuant to/part .
4410.4300, subpart 14, 19, 32, or 34., or. part 44.10.4400,
subpart 11, 14, 21, or 22.

Two changes are proposed in this subpart: I:n it~m A,the threshold fdr :3ireIDissiori
sOufcesis proposed to bech3.Q.ged from 100 tons peryearto2S0 tOn(peryear. Item.B,·
relating to parking fa.cilities., is proposed to bedelcitederitttely.

. .

The threshold for air emissiortfacilities.inltemAwaScharigedto too toilsper year in.'. '
1982. Since then, item A hasbeert changed only to adq. that the 100 tons peryear .
thresh()1dappIles to modifications ofexistiIlg facilities' as w~llasnew facilities. The ..
MPCA has had 23 years ofexperience workingvyith'this threshold: .AthresholQ change

. to 250 tons per year is based on recommendations oftheMPCA·sta.f£. This stafns ..... .
responsible for pennitting facilities that emit airpollutaht~andenvitonmental revieW-of
other projects that are sources of air e~ssions. .A threshold of250 tons ~ould coincide.
with the federal threshold for the Prevention ofSigniflcailtDeterioration permitting .

. '.
reVIew.

. .

There are programs and pennits in effect now that were riot in effect at tlietimethe
currerit threshold ofl00'tons was set. The state ofMiIlriesota now has the Federal Clean

, Air Act Title V program (sometimes called Part 70 permit). In~esota, this is a
. conibinedconstruction.and operating pennit. A facility needs a Part 70 pennit ifits
. potential to emit air pollutants meets or exceedsspecitlc thresholds, which are:

• 100 tons per year ofany criteria pollutant (sulfur'dioxide, nitrogen oxides,
particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter; carbon monoxide, and lead);

• 10 tons per year or more ofany single hazardous air pollutant (about 185); or
• 2S tonsper year or more of any conibiriatiori ofhazardous air pollutants.

There are public notice requirements for P~ 70 pennits as well as EPA review. In
addition, facilities emitting over 100 ~ons per year ofone or more air pollutants often
have to conduct air dispersion modeling, undergo an.air emissions risk analysis, and for
some niodltications to existing facilities, must go through a Prevention ofSignificant .
Deterioration review, which includes installing best available control technology. The
MPCA staffbelieves that the air emissions pennitting programaddresses all major and
minor conCerns regarding air pollutants from new or expanding facilities, particularly
those below 250 tons per year of a single pollutant.

Certain air eniission facilities of concern to the MPCA and the general public are
captured in other mandatory environmental review categories. These are:

• Electric Generating Facilities (25 Megawatts andover) - subpart 3;
• Petroleum Refineries - subpart 4;
• Fuel Conversion Facilities (mainly ethanol plants) - &ubpart 5;
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Environmental review serves the purpose ofhelping the public, proposer,and
government bodies to understand the enVironmental impact ofapioposed project. For
that reason, an EAW for the Air Pollutioll.category not only identifies the effects ofair .
pollutants, it also addresses water and waste related issues , as we.ll. as issues such as. '
transp~rtation patterns, truck traffic, archeological significance,and wildlife impacts.
Between 2000 to 2003,14 EAWs were completed undertlie AirPollritioncategory.

. Based on a review ofthese 14 EAWs; it is reasonable to conc1ud~,that the aIllount ofair
emissions from these projects has little, or no; relationshiptothe.impactofthe other·
environmental issues listed above. Furthermore, ofthe few public comments that came
in on these projects, almost all were aboutair emissions orissuesrelated t() air that are
addressed in the air emissions permit. Therefore,. the environmental review threshold .
provides a rather "hit-or-miss" approach forexaminingotherissues, and does not justify
setting the threshold at 100 tons per year.

These. rule revisions will not change the ability for the public to petition the EQB for a
proposed project to complete an EAW that is less that 250 tons per year. There are no
exemptionsfor environmental review given to the Air Pollution Category.

Because ofthe extensiveness of air emissi()n permitprograms at the MPCA, other
environmental review categories covering air emissions, the weak relationship between
air emissions and other issues, and the ability of the public to petition for an EAW, it is
reasonable to increase the air pollution category threshold from· 100 to 250 tons.

". It is also proposed to delete item B which requires preparation of~ EAW for
construction ofcertain parking facilities. One ofthe purposes of environmental review·is
to inform the governmental agency that has a permit(s) to issue for a project. The
Minnesota legislature repealed the indirect source permitting ("ISP") program in 2001.
Therefore, the MPCA no longer issues indirect sources permits. In addition, the MPCA
has not prepared an EAW on a parking facility in at least seven years.

Typically, large parking facilities are associated with other projects such as office
complexes or commercial sites such as the Mall ofAmerica. Parking facilities associated
with commercial projects that require environmental review are excluded from item B
because the traffic and parking issues are covered in the environmental review document
for the whole project. .

And last, one of the reasons for adding this category was concern about stormwater
runoff from parking facilities. The 1982 SONAR estimates that 1,000 vehicle spaces
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cOlTesponded to seven acres. Currently in Minilesota, propo'sers ofprojects must obtairi a'
stonnwater construction pennit ifthey will disturb one acre or more.

Sl1bP~ c 18. Wastewater, syst'ems. Items Ato C design?ltethe
RGU for the type of project listed:

, A.' For expansion, modification, or replacement of a ,
municipal sewage collectipn system resulting in an increase
in design average daily flowoi any part of 'that system ,by,'
1,000, ObOgallons per day or mor.e, the PGA shall be the "
HGth-ifthe discharge ioto a wastewater t're~tmEmt' facility'
with a capacity less than 20 million galions,per'day.'or for
expansion, modification., orrepl'acementof a municipal
sewage collection system resulting in, an increase in design
average daIly, flow

d

of any part of that systemby 2.000,000
gallons'per day or'more if the discharge is to a wastewater
treatment facility with the capacity of 20 million gallons
or greater,the'PCA shall be the RGU~

B. For expansion' or reconstructiori of an existing. ,
municipal or domestic wastewater treatment facility wh~ch

results in an increase by 50 percent or. more and by at
least 200,000 50,000 gallons per day of its average wet
weather design flow capacity,' or construction of a new
municipal brdomestic wastewater treatment facility with an
average wet weather design flow capacity of 200,000 50,000
gallons per day or'more, ,the PeA'shal1 be the RGU.

C. For exPansion or reconstruction of an existing
industrial process wastewater treatment facility which
increases its design flow capacity by 50 percent or more
and by at least 200,000 gallons per day or more; or
constrUction of a new industrial process wastewater
treatment facility with a design flow capacity of 200,000
gatlons per day or more, 5,000;000 gallons per month or
more, or 20,000,000 gallons per year or more, the PCA shall
be the RGU. ,This category does no,t apply to industrial
process wastewater treatment facilities that discharge to a
publicly-owned treatment works or to a tailings basin
reviewed pursuant to subpart II, item B. -

This category has a history ofrevisions. It has evolved as MPCA staffhave worked with
the thresholds and within other wastewater programs. The wastewater systems category
first appeared in rule in 1982. The threshold for new wastewater treatment facilities'
(WWTF) was set at 30,000 gallons per day (gpd) or more, or at a level about equivalent
to serving 300 people. Expansions ofWWTFs were set at 50,000 gpd or more, or
roughly the amount to serve 500 people. For expansions, an increase ofcapacity of 50%

,or more was coupled with the 50,000 gpd threshold. The same thresholds held true for
new sewer systems or sewer expansions.

, ' ,

In 1986, the rule was changed to reflect the MPCA's experience with the new category
thresholds. For sewer systems, the thresholds were changed to reflect the size of cities.
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This ranged from 500;000 gpd in first and second class cities to 50~000 gpd in an . .
unincorporated area. Ifthe citywas served hy the Metropolitan COUIlcil (previously .

. Metropolitan Waste.Contml CQmrirission)orth~~WysternLakeSuPePor,S·anitary Sewer
District (WLSSD)~ then the threshold was also 500;.OQOgnd.. Ill addition~the.50,000 gpd
increase was deleted for expansions, bufthe 50% increase was retained. New wWTF
kept the 30,000 gpd leveL In 1988, language was clarified forthis category, but also the' .
threshold for new WWTF was (fhanged to 50,000 gpd to take into account in.:6.ltrated .

.water in "average wetweather flow.'" ,.

Lastly, in 1997,the thr(;:sholdfqr sewer ~xtensionswaSraisedto. 1;000,000 gallons per ..
day for cities of any size..The major rationale was that the extensions MPCA was seeing
were minor expansions ofmuch larger systems and the increase in water flow occurred
gradually over a period ofmany years. The 50,000gpdthreshold forWWTFexpansions
was. reinstated because using 50% could result in completing, an RAW ona minor
expansion to a small treatment plant.. In addition,allewthresholdwas included for. .
discharges ofmajor industrial projects. That l~vel was set at 200,000 gpd. . .

A change in threshold for sewer exte~ions is proposed for this rulemaking.. The
proposed change is to increase the threshold to 2;OOO,OOOgpd.for systems.thatdischatge
into a wastewater treatment facility with the capacity of twenty million gallons perday
(MGD) or greater~ Currently, thi's would affect sewer extensions discharging to the
Metropolitan Treatment Facility i,n St. Paul (251 MGD)tlJ.e WestemLake Superior
Sanitary Sewer District (WLS$D) in Duluth (56.5 MGD), .Seneca in Eagan (34 MGD),
and Blue Lake in Shakopee (32 MGD). The Metropolitan Treatment Facility, Seneca,

. and Blue Lake a,re operated by 'the Metropolitan Council Environmental Services .
(MCES) Division.

Between the years 2000 and 2003, the MPCA completed 11 EAWs for sewer extensions.
Two of the 11 projects would have been below the new 2,000,QOO gpd threshold for
discharge to a WWTF with the capacity of20 million gallons or greater. (EAWs were

". prepared on two sewers extensions less than 1,000,000 gpd asa re.§ult ofpetitions.) The
change is warranted because sewer extensions within the Metropolitan Area are very
Toutine, and the issues associated with them are typically related to enabling residential
development. Municipalities in the Metropolitan Area are required to prepare
Comprehensive Plans, which enable these municipalities to anticipate development.
Moreover, a 1,000,000 gpd sewer extension represents no significant percentage ofdaily
flow intreatment plants over 20 million gallons: The facilities in Minnesota are well
above that- between 251 and 32 million gallons per day of average wet weather flow.
Smaller communities frequently may not have comprehensive plans~ and a 1,000,000 gpd
sewer extension represents a much larger percentage of average Wet weather flow in a
WWTF ofless than 20 million gallons per day. In fact, all but ten facilities in Minnesota
have capacities below 10 million gallons per day.

A change in the threshold for new and expanding WWTF is also proposed in this .
rulemaking. A threshold change to 200,000 gpd (keeping the 50% for expansions) is
recommended by MPCA staff. The MPCA has lived with the current thresholds for eight
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years andis recoi:lJ1riending the c1iang~ basedon its experience. This staff is resPonsible
for reviewing water qualityst3ndards~reviewing facilitY plans, and permittihg WWtF§;
.This threshold would align with the industrial process threshold of200,OOO gpd and also'
with the threshold to completeanoIidegradationreview; . I

Wastewater Systems projects'are typically needed~ymUnicipalities' ii:l Orderto continue'
to groW or to Upgrade outdated'orfailing treatmentprocesses. Even without '
environmental review, there are several programs andperinitsthatreview WWTF'" "
projects (water quality standards, facility'plans, wastewater NPDES) and some do require
public notice.MPCAstaffbelieves these are suffiCient for-proposed projectstmder tJ:ie
200~OOO gpd threshold. . .

In reviewing data from years 2000-2003, 15 newWWTFs and 27 expansion projects"
completed an EAW for·a total of42 EAWs; 2i ofthose projeCts were linder 200~000gp&
The majoritY ofWastewater Systems projects, andparticuiarlY those under 200,000 gpd,.·
tend to be noncontroversial. Few,inmy,eitizen comments are sUlJ.mitted on these' . .
projects. Only tWo ofthe 21 projects mentioned above had requests for an Environmental
Impact Statement. The petitioIi process (Minn R. 4410.1100) should pick up any projects
under the suggested neW thresholds that require further analysis..

If the State Revolving Fund (SRF) provides loans for the planning, design, and
constnIction ofa WWTF, the proposer nlUst complete an Erivironniental Information'
Worksheet (EIW).. EIWs are now used for proposed projects that are linder 50,000 gpd..
The EAWis used in place oftheEIWsforthose projects receiving SRF loans that are
above 50,000 gpd. Currently, the EIWs ask the same questions as the EAWs~ but the
answers are less detailed. This is because the facilities are small. Since EIWs will now.
be used for facilities 50,000 and 200,000 gpd, it is aSsumed that more detail win be
incorporated. '.

Subp. 19. Residential development. An EAW is~equired for
residential development if the total number of units that
may ultimately be developed on all contiguous land owned or
under an option to purchase by the proposer, and that is
zoned for residential development or is identified for
residential development by an applicable comprehensive plan
or annexation agreement, equals or exceeds a threshold of
this subpart. In counting the total number of ultimate
units; the RGU shall include the number of units in any
plans of the proposer; for land for which the proposer has
not yet prepared plans, the RGU shall use as the number of
units the product of the number of acres multiplied by the
maximum number of units per acre allowable under the
applicable zoning ordinance or, if ~he maximum number of
units allowable per acre is not specified in an applicable
zoning ordinance, by the overall average number of units
per acre indicated in the plans of, the proposer for those
lands for which plans. exist. If the total project requires
review but future phases are uncertain, the RGU may review

\
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the ultimate,project sequentially in a2:cordancew.i.th part
4410.1000, subpart 4. '

, "

It is proposed to add the phraSe "or atinexationagreenient" iri the fitst sentence so that
land identified as intendedto be developed as residential by an annexationagreement will
be treated in the same'manner as such land identified by aionhlgordinance or a "
comprehensive plan. Currently, the rulesoIPY cqver thecaseswhereland is i<;lentified as"
future, residential' ill zoningor'compreh~iveplan documents., 'Experience, shows,that iri '
many cases where .land is mbariizingand being illcorporated into a municipalityfroD,la '
township, it is the amiexatio1], agreement tltat first identifies that the land is intended to' be
developed as residential while it may take time for'the plans and zo~gto catch up~ ,,','
Thus, annexation agreemynts should be added to the list ofgovernmental'docuinents that
indicate that land will be developed in the ,future as residential. '

SUbp. 27. Wetlands and puiJli.b prOt:eeted~aters. Items A
arid B designate the RGU for the type of project listed:

A. For projects that will change or diminish the course;
current, or cross-sectionotone aCrO or more of any public
protected water or public waters protectedwetland'cxcept
for those to be drained without a permit pursuant to
Minnesota Statutes, chapter i03G, the local governmentllnit
shall be the RGU. '

B. For proJects that will change or di~inish the
course, current, or cross-section of 40 percent of more or'
five or more acres of types 3 through 8 wetland of 2.5
acres or more, excluding public waters protected wetlahds, .
1'f any part of the wetland is within a shoreland area,
delineated flood plain, 'a federally designated wild and
scenic river::; district, . the Minnesota River Project
Riverbend area, or the Mississippi headwaters area! the'
local government unit shall be theRGU.

. . -
'The Legislature amended State water laws to replace the term "protected waters" with
"public waters" and the term "protected wetland"with "public waters wetland." This
amendment would update th~se rules to us'e the correct terms.

Subp. 31. Historical places. For the destruction, in
whole or part, or the moving of a property that is listed
on the National Register of Historic Places or State
Register of Historic Places, the permitting state agency or
local unit of government shall be the RGU, except this does
not apply to projects reviewed under section 106 of the
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, United States
Code, title 16, section 470, er-the federal policy on
lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites
pursuant to, United States Code, title 49, section 303, or
projects reviewed by a local heritage preservation
commission certified by the State Historic Preservation
Office pursuant to the Code of Federal Regulations title 36
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sections 61. Sand 61. 7. This~ubpart does not' apply to a
property located within a designated historic district if
either the property is listed as ~non-contributingn in the
official district designation or if the StCite Historic
Preservation Office. issues adeterminatiori that the
property is non-contributing. . .J.

The revisions to this category were suggested in discussions abol1t the present category
thresholds with the staffofthe Minnesota Historical SocietY's StateHistoric Preservation
Office (SHPO). Thereyisions would add two additional reaSons or situations where no

. EAW would be'required pnorto the de~tructionofapropeItY on theNa60nai orState .
registers ofHistoricPIaces. . ' .

The present rules recognize two situations as not requiring preP~ationoftheEAW.
These both involve review ofhistoric values through other established federal processes.
It is now proposed to add another such situation, namely when~ the destruction will be
reviewed by a certified local heritage preservation commission. .The State Historic .
Preservation Office-believes thatreview by such a commission gives adequate oversight
over historic places witholit preparation ofan EAW. To be certified, a local heritage
preservation commission applies to SHPO, which reviews the application and local.
ordinance for consistency with nationwide standards established in the Code ofFederal

.Regulations at the cited locations.

The second situation proposed to be added is not a substitute fonn, ofreview but rather
has to do with the nature ofthe property proposed for destruction~ ill some cases; the
historic place included .on the National or State Register is an entire district rather than a
single structure. ill such districts, not allthe properties actually have or contribute to the
historic value ofthe district. A "non-contributing property" is a property located Within
the boundaries of a designated historic district but.which itself is not historic and does not
contribute to the historical attributes of the district as a whole. Often, non-contributing
properties are buildings constructed many years .after the period during which the historic

. buildings of the district were built Sometimes these non-contributing properties are
identified as being non-contributing in the historic place designation documents, but not
always. It is proposed that the destruction ofnon-contributing properties not require
preparation of an EAW if either they are identified.as being non-contributing in the .
designation documents or ifthe State Historic Preservation Office reviews the matter and
issues a determination that the property is non-contributing.

Subp. 33. Communication towers. For construction of· a
communications tower equal to or in excess of 500 feet in height,
or 300 feet in height within 1,000 feet of any protected public
water or protected public waters wetland or within two miles of
the Mississippi, Minnesota, Red, or St. Croix'rivers or Lake
Superior, the local governmental unit is the RGU.

The Legislature amended State water laws to replace the tenn "protected waters" with
"public waters" and thetenn "protected wetland" with "public waters wetland." This
amendment would update these rules to use the correct tenns.
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( 4410.4400 MANDATORY EIS CATEGORIES

Subp. 5. Fuel conversion f;acilities. Items A. and B,.
designate the RGUfor the type of project listed~.

B. For ,construction or expansion of a facilityfo~

the production of alcohol fuels which would have or would
increase its capacity by 50,000,000 or more gallons per
year of alcoholpJ;"oduced if , the facility will be in the
seven-county Twin'Citiesmetropolitan <;l.reaor by ,
125,000,000 or more gallons per year of alcohol produced if
the facility will be outside the seven-county Twin Cities
metropolitan~rea,thepeA shall be the RGU.

Item B pertaining to theEIS thresholds for ethanol plantsis prop'osedto be amended to
make the rule consistent with a revision made by the 2004 Legislature.l1te Legislative
changes raised the threshold to 125,000,000 gallons per year for facilities~>utsideofthe

seven-county twin Cities rp.etro area. "

Subp. , 14. Reside,ntial development. An EIS is required for,
residential development if the total number of Units that 
the proposer may ultim<;l.tely develop on all contiguous ~'land
owned by the proposer or for which the proposeJ;" has an
option to urchase, and that is zoned for residential
development ,or is identified for residential development, by ,
an' applicable' c6mprehens.ive plan or.,annexation ag'reement,
equals or exceeds a threshold of this subpart. In counting

, 'the total number of ultimate units, theRGU sHall include
the number of units in any plans ,of the proposer; for land'
for which the proposer has not yet prepared plap.s, the RGU
shall use as the number of units the product of the number
of acres multiplied by the maximum number of units per acre
'allowa'ble unaer the applicable zoning ordinanceior if the '
maximum number of units allowable per acre is not specified
in an applicable zoning ordinance, by the overall average
number of units per acre indicated in the plans of the
proposer for those lands for which plans exist ,-- If the
total project requires review but future phases are
uncertain, the RGU may review the ultimate,project
sequentially in accordance with part 4410.2000, subpart 4.

Theamendmeht here is analogous to that at part 4410.4300, subpart 19.

Subp. 20. Wetlands and public protected waters. For
projects that will eliminate a public protected water or
public waters protected wetland, the local government unit
shall be the RGU.

The amendments here are analogous to those at part 4410.4300, subpart 27.
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4410.4600 EXEMPTIONS.

Subp. 2. Standard exemptions~ 'The £611owing projects are
standard exemptions:

A.projects for which rio governmental decisions are
required;

B, projects for which all governmentaldecisiorishave
been made. However, this exemption does not. in any way
.alter the pr<?hib:i,.tions on final governmental decisions' to
approve a project under part 4410.3100;

C. projects for which; and so long as, a governmental
unit has denied a ,required governmental approval; "" , .' ,

D. projects for which a sUbstantial portion of .the . .
project has been completed and an EIS wouldnot influence
remaining implementation or constructioi1;'arid

E. projects for which environmental review has' already
. been completed initiated under the prior rules or for which

environmental review is being conducted pursuant to part
4410.3600 or 4410.3700.' .

Amendments are proposed to items D and~ ofthis subpart to clarify and update their
meanings. In item D, the current wording states that a project is not exempted until
construction is substantially completoo and construction and "impiementation" could no
longer be influenced by EIS infonnation. The rule does not specify what the tenn
"implementation" means as used here, and it has been interpreted to mean the operation.
of a project after construction. To remove any implication that the post-permitting, post
construction operation ofa project is subject to environmental review, it is proposed to
delete the words "implementation or."

. Item E is proposed to be amended because it still refers to projects "for which
environmental review has already been initiated under the prior ruies" (meaning the pre
1982 rule version of the rules). It is time to remove that reference. At the same time,
amendment of this item creates the opportunity to correct the potential problem that the
current rules nowhere actually state explicitly that once review has been completed, the
project is not subject to review again (unless the conditions for anEISsupplement or a
new EAW are met). Both of these problems could be resolved at the same time by
rewording this item as proposed.

Subp. 19. Animal feedlots. The activities in items A to
DG are exempt.

A.Construction of an animal feedlot facility with a
capacity of less thanl/OOO animal units, or the expansion
of an existing animal feedlot facility to a total
cumulative capacity of less than 1/000 animal units, if all
the following apply:
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(t) the fe~dlot ~snot in an environmentally sensitive
location as listed in part·4410.4300, subpart 29, item B;

(2) the application for the animal feedlot permit
includes a written co'mrnitment by the proposer to design,
construct, and operate tpe facility in full compliance with
PCA feedlot rules; and

. 3) the county board holds a public meeting for citizen
input at least ten business days prior to thePCA dr county
issuing afeedlo~ permit for the facility, unless another
public meeting for citizen input has been held with regard
to. the feedlot facility to be permitted.

EA. The constr,.wtion of an animal feedlot facility of
. less than 300 animal units or the expansior:tof an existing
facillty by less than 100 animal units, no part of either
of which is located within a shoreland area; delineated
flood· plain; state or federally designated wild and scenic
rivers district; the Minnesota River Project Riverbend
area; the Mississippi headwaters area; ·an area within a
drinking water supply manage~entareadesignated under
chapter 4720 where. the aquifer is identified in the
wellhead protection plan as vulnerable· to contamination; or
1,000 feet of a known sinkhole, cave, resurgent spring,
disappearing spring; Karst window, blindy-alley, or drY
valley.

CB. The construction or expansion of an animql feedlot
facility with a resulting capacity of less than 50 animal
units regardless of location ..

D. The modification without expansion of capacity of
any feedlot of no more than 300 animal units if the
modification is necessary to secure a Minnesota feedlot
permit.

Theamendmeilt proposed to this subpart merely updates the rules to include an
~ exemption created by the 2003 Legislature in chapter 128, article 3, section 40. The
. wording added is slightly modified from the law to fit the formato·f the rules.

4410.5200 EQB MONITOR PUBLICATION REQUIREMENTS.

Subpart 1. Required notices. Governmental units are
required to publish notice of the items listed in items A
to Pin the EQB Monitor, except that this part constitutes
a request. and not a requirement with respect to federal
agencies.

A. When a project has been noticed pursuant to item
D, separate notice of individual permits required by that
project need not be made unless changes in the project are
proposed that will involve new and potentially significant
environmental effects not considered previously. No

decision granting a permit application for which notice is
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required to be published by this part sball be effective
until 30 daysfollowing,publicatipIi of the notice;

.( 1) For all public he~rings conducted pursuant to
water resources permit applications, Minnesota Sta.tutes;·

chapter 103G, the DNR is the permitting authority.

(2) For notice of public sales of permits for or
leases to mine iron ore,., copper-nickel, or other mine:rals,

on state-owned or, administered mineral rights,. Minnesota .'
Statutes, sections 93.16, 93.335, and 93.35.1,. and part
6125.0500, the DNR is the permitting autho~ity. .

, (3) For section 401 certifications; United States
Code 1976, title 33~ section 1341, and Minnesota Statutes, "
section 115.03, the PCA is the permitting' authority.

(4) For construction of a public use airport,
Minnesota Statutes, section 360.018, subdivision 6, the

DOT is ,the permitting authority.

(5) For special local need registrabion for
pesticides, Hinnesota Statutes, seetion1SA. 23, and parts
1505.0870 to 1505.0930, the ~IDA is the permitting

authority ..

P. Notice of the availability of a draft Alternative Urban
Areawide Review document~ ,

Q. Notice of the adoption of a final Alternative Urban
Areawide Review document.

R. Notice of other actions that the EQB may speci~y

by resolution.

In item A, subitem 5 regarding pesticide special local need registrations is proposed to be
deleted because Minnesota Rules parts 1505.0870 to 1505.0930 were repealed in 2000.
The SONAR for that rule revision stated: . .'

"1505.0840'-1505.0950; 1505.0970; 1505.0990 -1505.1020; 1505.1040
1505.1070; 1505.1110; 1505.1130 -1505.1230; 1505.1270 and 1505.1280.
"These rules are obsolete due to statutory changes. The federal Insecticide &
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and the state Pesticide Control Law have both been
amended, and the rules being repealed were either replaced or contradict current
statutes. States are obligated to conform to FIFRA. These statutory changes'
impact the whole arena ofpesticide use, storage and disposal."

Items P and Qare proposed to be added to include the Monitor notices of the key events
in the Alternative Urban Areawide Review process in the list ofrequired Monitor notices.
These two entries were inadvertently left off the list in past rulemakings.

4410.5600 COST ANI) DISTRIBUTION [ofEQB Monitor].

Subp. 2. Distribution. The EQB Monitor may be published
by electronic means, including by posting at the EQB
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internet website and by electronic mail to persons who have
registered with the,EQB to r~ceive the EQB Monitor. ~he BQB
may ,further provide at least onecopytothePririt
Communications Division for the mailing of the EQB ~'1onitor

to any person, governmental,un,it, or orgariizmtion if so
requested. ,The BQB may assess reasonable costs to the '
requestin'g party. Ten' copies 'of each issue of the

BOB P'10nitol:-, hO~1Cver, shall be provided \lithout cost to, ,
the Legislative Reference Library, ten copies to the State
La\l, Library, and at least one copy t,o designated BQB
depositories. '

The amendment here would explicitly authorize the EQBto distribute the'EQB Monitor
by electronic meaIlS only. As ofthe start of fiscal, year 2006; this is the method by Which
the Monitor has been distributed, and the EQB has received no complaints about the
elimination ofmailed paper copies.

4410.6100 DETERMINING EIS ASSESSED COST.

".

Subpart 1.' Proposer andRGU agreement. Within 30 days
after the RGU's scopingdecision has beenissuedB±S

,preparation notice has been published, the RGU shall submit
to the proposer ~a \lritten draft cost agreement signed
by the proposer and the RGU. The agreement,shallinc+ude
the EIS estimated cost and a brief description of the tasks
and the cost of each task to be performed by each party in
preparing and distributing theEIS.Those items identified
in part 4410.Ei200 may be used as a guideline in determining
the EIS estimated cost. If an agreement cannot be reached,
theRGU or the proposer shall so notify the BQB. The'
proposer may reqUest changes in the cost agreement. If
within 30 days after the proposer receives the draft cost
agreement, ,the RGU and proposer have not signed a cost
agreement, either party may refer the,matter to the EQB
pursuant to part 4410.6410. If the RGU and proposer sign
the cost agreement, the RGU shall submit a copy to the EQB.

The underlying reasons for these revisions are been explained along with the revisions to
part 4410.2100, subp. 9, regardingtheEIS Preparation Notice~ ,This is part ofthe
rationalization of the procedures for scoping and initiating preparation of an EIS. ,The
rule now merely states that within 30 days of the triggering event (which is now the EIS
Preparation Notice) the RGU and proposer are to sign a cost agreement. Here, instead,
wIthin 30 days of the scoping decision the RGU would submit a draft of the proposed
cost agreement to the proposer. The amendment explicitly provides for the proposer to
ask for revisions~ and implicitly, for the two parties to negotiate until agreement is ,

,reached. In the event that agreement cannot be reached within 30 days, the proposed
language would explicitly allow either party to invoke the EQB cost dispute resolution
procedures at part 4410.6410.

4410.6200 DETERMINING EIS COST.
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Subpart 1. BIB cost inclusio~s. Indeterminingthe "
reasonable cost of preparing arid distributing an EIS" t'he
following items shall ,he included: '

A. the cost of,theRGU's staff ,time including dir~ct

salary and fringe benef{t costs, unless the RGU elects to
waive these costs;

B. the cost of consultants hired by the RGU;

C. other direct costs of the RGU for the collection
and analysis of information or 9ata necessary for the
preparation of theE!S;

, (

D. "i.ndirect costs of the RGU not to exc~ed the RGU ,'s'
normal operating overhead rate, unless the RGU elects "to
waive these costs;

E. the cost of printing and distributing the scoping
EAW and draft scoping decision document, draft EISand the
finalEIS and or public notices of th~ availability~f t~e,
documents; and '

F. the cost of any public hearings or public ,meetings
held in conjunction wich "the preparation of the EIS. '

In items A and D it is proposedtq sp~cificallyallow an RGUtoe1ect'towaiveits',
obligation to collect its staff and related indirect costs incurred in preparing an EIS. An
issue has arisen over the years withiD. some state agencies' that had staffpaid for with
General Fund money to perform Environmental Reviews about why they should need to
charge ,the proposer for staff-related costs. This change would allow an RGU in that
situation to waive charging the staff-related costs ofpreparing an EIS. 'It should be noted
that due to staffreductions within most agencies, this amendment is ,less likely to be used
than it might have been in the past.

4410.6500 PAYMENT OF EIS COST.

subpart 1. Schedule of payments. The proposer shall make
all cash payments to the RGU according to the' following
schedule:

A. The proposer shall pay the RGU for the full cost
estimated hy the RGU to be necessary for the scoping oJ the
EIS not later than the date of submission by'the proposer
of the completed data portions of thescoping EAWor within
5 days of issuance of a positive declaration. The RGU
shall not proceed with the scoping process until this
payment is made. Upon issuance of the scoping decision,
the RGU shall provide the proposer with a written
accounting of the scoping expenditures. If the payment
made by the proposer exceeds the expenditures,
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the balance shall be credited against the cash payments
required from the proposer for preparation of the draft
EIS. If the RGU's reasonable expenditures for scoping
exceed the cash payment received, the propose~ shall pay
the balance before the RGUcommences prep~ration.of the
draft EIS.

B. 'At least one-half of the pJ:::0poser'scash payment
. shall be paid within ten days after the RGU and the
proposer agree to the estimated cost of preparing and
distributing an EISin accordance with the. scoping decision

. issued under part 4410.2100 or the cost has been determined
by the EQB pursuant to part 4410.6410, .subpart 2.l..TheRGU.·
shall not proceed to prepare the draft EIS until this
payment has been received.

C. The remainder of the proposer j s cash payment· sha},l.· .
be paid on a schedule agreed to by the RGU and the, . '.
proposer.

D. If there is a disagreement over the EIScost, such
payment phall be made within 30 dayS after the EQB1?-as
determined the EIS cost pursuant to part 4410.6410.

If the cash payments made by th~ proposer exceed the RGUis
actual EIS costs, the RGU shall refund the overpayment. The
refund shall be paid within 30 days of completion of the RGU of
the accounting. of the EIS ·costs. (

ill item A a phrase is proposed to be added to mak~ the directions complete, about when
the proposer mustpay the RGD for the estimated scoping costs.. The current rule is silent
about what happens when the EIS was initiated by a "positive'declaration." The added
phrase was inadvertently left out ofpast rule versions.

Subp. 6. Prohibition on state agency permits until notice
of final payment. Upon receipt of final payment from the
proposer, the RGU shall promptly notify the EQ& of receipt
of final payment, unless the EIS cost is in dispute under
part 4410.6410.' Upon notice of receipt of the final
payment by the proposer, theEQB shall notify each state
agency having a possible governmental permit interest in
the project that the final payment has been received.

Other laws notwithstanding, a state agency shall not issue
any governmental permits for the construction or operation
of a project for which an EIS is prepared until the
required cash payments of the EIS assessed cost for that
project or that portion of a related actions EIS have been
paid in full.

The current rule requires a roundabout method ofnotifying state agencies that EIS final
payments have been made to the RGD and that therefore the prohibition on permit
issuance is over. The amendment would direct the RGD to notify permitting agencies
directly rather than going through the EQB.
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VI. LISTS oFwrfN'EssEs
&ExmBITS AT HEARINGS

A.Witnesses
The EQH anticipates having the followin.g"witnesses testify insupporl ofthe need

for and reasonableriess of the rules:

1. Gregg Downing and Jon Larsen, EQB staff, will testify about the development
and content ofthe rules; . . .

2. The following staffof the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency will be present
to answer questions about the rule topic listed for each: ..

a. Rich.Sandberg, Air Quality Permit Section Manager - changes to the
air pollution category; . . .

. .

b. Gene Soderbeck, Municipal Wastewater Section Supervisor - changes
to the wastewater systems category;

c. Tim Scherkenbach, Remediation Division Director - all categories
where MPCA is the RGU.

B. Exhibits

ill support of the need for and reasonableness of the proposed rules, the EQB
.anticipates that it will enter the following exhibits into the hearing record:

• Fact sheets on the background for ~e revision of. the for mandatory EAW
categories for air pollution sources, wastewater systems and historical places.

• February 2005 Request for Comments & table ofpossible rule amendments

• Timeline diagrams for procedural changes to the rules for:
o Revised EIS scoping & cost agreement process
o Special AUAR procedures
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VII. CONCLUSION·

Based on the foregoing, the proposed rules are both needed·and reasonable.

'.

Dated: SPvL ~o4. ?~&~Rob~A.Schro~..

.Chair
Environmental Quality Board
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